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Randomness is an essential tool in many disciplines of modern sciences, such as cryptography, black
hole physics, random matrix theory, and Monte Carlo sampling. In quantum systems, random operations
can be obtained via random circuits thanks to so-called q-designs and play a central role in condensedmatter physics and in the fast scrambling conjecture for black holes. Here, we consider a more physically
motivated way of generating random evolutions by exploiting the many-body dynamics of a quantum
system driven with stochastic external pulses. We combine techniques from quantum control, open
quantum systems, and exactly solvable models (via the Bethe ansatz) to generate Haar-uniform random
operations in driven many-body systems. We show that any fully controllable system converges to a unitary
q-design in the long-time limit. Moreover, we study the convergence time of a driven spin chain by
mapping its random evolution into a semigroup with an integrable Liouvillian and finding its gap.
Remarkably, we find via Bethe-ansatz techniques that the gap is independent of q. We use mean-field
techniques to argue that this property may be typical for other controllable systems, although we explicitly
construct counterexamples via symmetry-breaking arguments to show that this is not always the case. Our
findings open up new physical methods to transform classical randomness into quantum randomness, via a
combination of quantum many-body dynamics and random driving.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.7.041015

Subject Areas: Quantum Physics,
Quantum Information,
Statistical Physics

I. INTRODUCTION
Randomness generating quantum operations play a
central role in our understanding of many various physical
phenomena [1]. Recently, with the development of quantum information processing, random operations have found
new applications, not only as a theoretical tool but also in
practical protocols. Indeed, they are used in quantum
cryptography [2], quantum process tomography [3], fidelity
estimation [4], quantum communication and entanglement
sharing [5–7], quantum data hiding [2,8,9], and entanglement generation [10–13]. Because of their crucial importance, several procedures have been developed to generate
either truly random or pseudorandom operations via
random quantum circuits [4,14–20]. However, from the
physical point of view, these protocols often have a
complexity comparable with universal quantum computation, being based on the application of a sufficiently large
set of quantum gates. Here, on the other hand, we consider
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a more physically inspired approach, based on quantum
control, where the quantum system is controlled by random
classical pulses.
Quantum control is an established research field at the
overlap of control theory and quantum mechanics.
Essentially it provides a framework to steer a quantum
system through Hilbert space by applying time-dependent
fields. Controllability is a powerful algebraic tool to fully
characterize when any possible unitary evolution in the
system’s Hilbert space can be obtained from the
Schrödinger equation with a suitable choice of timedependent fields. The central question of this paper is
what happens when we apply random fields to a controllable system. We show, under some conditions, that after a
suitably long mixing time the corresponding random
unitary evolutions of the system converge to a uniformly
random set, as measured by the Haar measure. Therefore,
one of the central result of this paper is that driving a
controllable quantum system with stochastic control pulses
offers a natural approach to generate random unitary
operations with physical processes.
Within this picture, the estimation of the mixing time is
the crucial theoretical aspect. We use several tools from the
theory of open quantum systems and many-body physics,
such as low-energy effective Liouvillians, mean-field
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techniques, and the Bethe ansatz, to find an accurate
estimation of the mixing time in several situations. In
particular, we focus on a one-dimensional system with edge
control due to the availability of analytical tools, as well as
the intuitive interpretation available in such a system with
Lieb-Robinson bounds and spin waves. This particular case
is also motivated by the current experimental capabilities in
integrated photonic circuits [21,22], where different stochastic control pulses can be simulated by changing the
spatial extent of the waveguides via electrically tuned onchip heaters [23]. In those systems a major recent result has
been the experimental measurement of boson sampling
[24–26], a problem that is believed to be hard to simulate
classically. Random unitary operations and higher-dimensional systems are required in boson sampling to have a
convincing demonstration of quantum computational
supremacy [27]. Pseudorandom operations in those experiments are currently obtained via a finely tuned network of
several beam splitters and phase shifters. The different
approach we present here is based on the simpler implementation of noisy quantum walks and, therefore, can offer
an advantage to perform boson sampling experiments on
larger scale.
A further motivation for this paper comes from quantum
control itself. The algebraic tools developed in quantum
control are typically not able to provide an estimation of
the control time needed to reach a given target operation.
In view of practical applications, this is a big handicap,
because noise will always limit the total time available to an
experimenter. It is therefore of interest to find estimates of
such times. The analytical expressions for the mixing time
obtained in this paper also provide an easily computable
upper bound for the control time. Indeed, by definition,
after the mixing time the system has already explored all
possible unitary evolutions with stochastic control pulses.
This implies that, apart from measure zero sets, at this time
any evolution is achievable with a suitable choice of the
control field.
Finally, another motivation for the present work is for the
problem of fast scrambling of quantum information. The
problem was first identified in the setting of black hole
physics [28,29], where it was conjectured that black holes
start evaporating information when most localized microscopic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) become inaccessible
without measuring a constant fraction of the whole system.
Unfortunately, identifying mechanisms for fast scrambling
has been challenging, and providing tools to rigorously
analyze scrambling times even more so. Moreover, explicit
constructions of fast scramblers [30] are not directly
inspired by physical models. Here, we describe a physically
motivated process that could lead to new insights in the
design and analysis of fast scrambling models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show
how to obtain Haar-uniform unitary evolutions (i.e., a
unitary design) via quantum control techniques. We focus

on q-design, not only for its applications in quantum
information, but also to quantify the distance with the
target uniform distribution. We consider Markovian stochastic control pulses and introduce some general techniques for the estimation of the mixing time. In Sec. III, we
map the problem of unitary design to a general many-body
problem, studying its mean-field solution and discussing
the limitations of the latter approach via symmetry-breaking arguments. In Sec. IV, we focus on a specific onedimensional model controlled at one of its boundaries. We
show that this model in certain limits can be mapped to an
exactly solvable model and we study its analytic solution
via Bethe-ansatz techniques. A central result of this section
is that the mixing time for this particular model is
independent of the number of copies q. Intuitively, the q
independence implies that pseudorandom unitaries
obtained with random control pulses approximate all the
moments of the Haar distribution with the same accuracy.
These predictions are then corroborated with numerical
simulations. In Sec. V, we show other applications for
boson sampling, the decay of correlations in spin chains,
and the estimation of the control time. Conclusions and
perspectives are written in Sec. VI.
II. UNITARY DESIGNS VIA
QUANTUM CONTROL
Physical quantum systems are modeled via a
Hamiltonian operator H, which describes the interactions
between the components of the system. When external
control is applied to the system, its evolution is represented
by a time-dependent Hamiltonian,
ĤðtÞ ¼ H þ gðtÞV;

ð1Þ

where gðtÞ is an external control pulse and V is an operator.
If d is the dimension of the Hilbert space, then H and V are
d × d Hermitian matrices while gðtÞ is a scalar function
depending
on time t. For multiple pulses, ĤðtÞ ¼
P
H þ i gi ðtÞV i . After some time T, the combined action
of the natural interactions andR the external pulses is a
unitary operation U ¼ T exp½−i 0T ĤðsÞds, where T represents the time order operator. In general, the amount of
different unitary operations U that can be obtained from the
dynamics of the system is limited. However, if the system is
fully controllable, then any operation can be obtained with
a suitable engineering of the control pulse. In other terms,
given any U ∈ SUðdÞ, it is possible
to find a control profile
R
gðtÞ such that U ¼T exp½−i 0T ĤðsÞds, where the control
time T depends on the target unitary U. There are many
powerful theorems to test controllability. In general, a
system described by the Hamiltonian as in Eq. (1) is
controllable [31] if H, V and their nested commutators
½A; ½B; ½C; … (where fA; B; C; …g ∈ fH; Vg) generate
the Lie algebra of SUðdÞ. Although the algebraic conditions for controllability are well known, it is still an open
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problem in quantum control to estimate the control time T,
given also the knowledge of the target gate U and the
operators H and V. For fully controllable systems there
exists a minimal control time, generally unknown, such that
all target gates can be obtained exactly at that time [32]. For
small dimensional systems, analytic bounds of such universal control time may be found in terms of quantum
speed limits or Cartan decompositions of spin systems. In a
high-dimensional system, such tools become intractable. If
the system is drift free (H0 ¼ 0), control times are trivial or
determined only by energy bounds on the time-dependent
fields. We are instead interested in systems where the
controls need to work together with a drift to achieve full
control (so-called weak controllability). In such a case, the
time scale is bounded by the dynamics of the drift and
provides insights into the many-body physics triggered
by it.
We now consider the control pulse as a stochastic
process, namely where a certain profile gðtÞ can be applied
to the system with a probability pgðtÞ, and study the
distribution of the resulting unitary operations. Such a
random pulse can be obtained, for example, by considering
the Fourier expansion of the control signal,

experimental platforms. Here, on the other hand, we focus
on a general scheme which occurs in most quantum
systems, namely, when the natural and time-independent
interaction H experienced by the system is paired with an
external control, as in Eq. (1).
There are many ways of comparing the distance between
two quantum processes. When dealing with randomness
generating processes, it is often convenient and relevant to
work with approximate q-designs [35]. A unitary q-design
is a distribution of unitaries, possibly discrete, that gives the
same expectations of the Haar distribution for polynomial
functions of degree at most q (see, e.g., Ref. [36]). It is
often inaccessible experimentally to distinguish between
truly random processes and approximate q-designs.
Formally, approximate q-designs are defined by the
requirement that
Z
⊗q
⊗q†
kEU ½U ð·ÞU  − U⊗q ð·ÞU ⊗q† μHaar ðdUÞk < ϵ;

gðtÞ ¼

K
X

Ak cosðωk t þ φk Þ;

ð2Þ

k¼1

where the amplitudes Ak , the phases φk , and possibly even
the frequencies ωk are random variables. We use the
notation E½· to denote the average over those random
variables. Repeating the experiment with many random
signals, one obtains a distribution of unitary matrices,
where each matrix U is obtained with probability pU.
Random unitary operations play a central part in many
quantum information protocols. A pivotal role in many
applications is played by the uniform distribution, also
called the Haar distribution, which is invariant under the
action of the unitary group itself. In the following sections
we study when, and how rapidly, the distribution pU
converges to the Haar-uniform distribution.
A. Comparing random evolutions: Unitary q-design
Obtaining truly uniform random unitaries is a very
hard task, and normally one observes pseudouniform
distributions which approximate the uniform (Haar) measure up to some errors. Pseudouniform distributions can be
obtained with random quantum circuits [4,14–18], but
these circuits typically require many different gates that
make the implementation in physical systems demanding.
Recently, alternative protocols based on physically inspired
time-dependent Hamiltonians have been proposed [33,34].
Nonetheless, these approaches still require that all the
interactions inside the system should change in time, an
assumption that currently is beyond reach in many

⋄

ð3Þ
for suitably small ϵ, where k·k⋄ refers to the diamond norm,
EU denotes an average over some given distribution of
unitaries μU , and μHaar ðdUÞ is the Haar measure. This is the
most stringent distinguishability measure between quantum
processes, and guarantees that no single (global) measurement on the system and a possible ancilla can distinguish
between the two processes with probability larger than ϵ. A
related notion [18] is that of quantum expanders, which are
defined by
Z
⊗q;q
eðμU ; qÞ ¼ kEU ½U
 − U ⊗q;q μHaar ðdUÞk < ϵ;
∞

ð4Þ
where X⊗q;q ¼ X⊗q ⊗ ðX⊗q Þ . Equation (4) can be regarded
as thePvectorized version of Eq. (3): given an
P operator
X ¼ ij Xij jiihjj, its vectorized form is jXii ¼ ij Xij jiji.
However, it is strictly weaker, and the separation between
the two bounds can be exponential in the system size.
However, Eq. (4) is often much easier to work with in
practice [18]. It follows from the definition that jAXii ¼
A ⊗ 1jXii and jXAii ¼ 1 ⊗ AT jXii. Therefore, X⊗q;q is
the vectorization of the superoperator ρ ↦ X⊗q ρX⊗q†.
Quantum expanders and q-design compare probability
distributions of unitary matrices by comparing the
“moments” of the distribution, namely, random processes
that depend polynomially on the random variable.
Two close distributions of unitary matrices have similar
moments, as shown in Ref. [14], eðμ; qÞ ≤ 2qWðμ; μHaar Þ,
for all measures μ, Rwith W the Wasserstein distance [37],
Wðμ1 ; μ2 Þ ¼ supf j fðUÞ½μ1 ðdUÞ − μ2 ðdUÞj, where f is
a 1-Lipschitz function and U is a unitary matrix. The
Wasserstein distance is a measure between classical probability distributions, and hence one can use a number of
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classical Markov chain mixing tricks to bound it. However,
we do not use it, as we instead use tools from condensedmatter physics to bound the mixing time.
In the quantum control setting, EU in Eqs. (3) and (4) is
the average over many unitary operations obtained after the
application of random pulses up to a certain time T.
Therefore,
EU ½U⊗q ρU ⊗q† 
RT
RT
h
⊗q 
⊗q i
¼ E T e−i 0 ĤðsÞds
ρ T ei 0 ĤðsÞds
: ð5Þ
To simplify the theoretical description of this problem we
make two assumptions. (i) We assume that the stochastic
process gðtÞ is Gaussian. This is a reasonable approximation in many cases and can be obtained, e.g., via Eq. (2)
when K ≫ 1, in view of the central limit theorem. (ii) We
assume also that gðtÞ is harmonic, namely, that E½gðt þ
sÞgðtÞ ¼ cðsÞ is independent of t. Moreover, without loss
of generality, the harmonic process can be chosen such that
E½gðtÞ ¼ 0. In view of these assumptions, exploiting the
results of Refs. [38,39], in Appendix A we find a closedform expression for Eq. (5). That expression can be
drastically simplified if we assume that the correlation
time is finite and there exists a suitably large T such that
TcðTsÞ ≃ ðσ=2ÞδðsÞ, where δ is the Dirac delta function
and σ is a constant. In the long-time limit, t > T ≫
kHk; kVk, one finds then that
EU ½U⊗q ρU ⊗q†  ≃ e−tL ρ;

ð6Þ

σ
Lq ρ ¼ −i½H⊕q ; ρ − ½V ⊕q ; ½V ⊕q ; ρ;
2

ð7Þ

q

where

and X⊕q ¼ X ⊕ X ⊕ …, with ⊕ the Kronecker sum
X ⊕ Y ¼ X ⊗ 1 þ 1 ⊗ Y. Therefore, with these three
approximations, the long-time dynamics of the stochastic
process is Markovian and described by the above Lindblad
equation [40,41], where the operator Lq is called
Liouvillian. Similarly to what happens with the replica
trick in statistical physics [42], the average over the noise
effectively couples the initially uncoupled copies.
Sometimes we use the more convenient vectorized form
of the above equation,
σ  ⊕q 2
Lq ¼ −iH̊⊕q −
V̊
;
ð8Þ
2
where X̊ ¼ X ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ XT is the vectorization of the
commutator ½X; ·. If t → ∞, then EU ½U⊗q ρU ⊗q†  converges to one of the steady states of the Liouvillian Lq .
In the following section, we prove that the steady-state
manifold of Lq coincides with the state space after
averaging over the Haar measure, namely, that all the

moments of the random unitary evolution converge to the
averages over the uniform distribution for t → ∞.
Moreover, we study the mixing time via the gap of the
Liouvillian and show that, in several cases, the latter is
independent of q. Physically this is important, because it
implies that all the moments converge (in 2-norm) at the
same time, as given by the inverse of the Liouvillian gap,
and that, accordingly, we can use the latter to estimate the
mixing time of the random unitary evolutions.
B. Steady state of the Liouvillian evolution
We start by describing the steady state of Lq . In general,
the dimensionality of the steady state set is in one-to-one
relation with the conserved quantities of the Lindbladian
evolution [43]. Given an orthonormal basis fM μ g of the
steady-state space, equipped with the standard HilbertSchmidt product, there exists a dual operator set fJμ g such
that Lq† Jμ ¼ 0, where Lq† is the Liouvillian operator
Eq. (7) after the substitution H → −H. The latter substitution does not change the dynamical algebra, so
algebraic considerations based on controllability hold also
for Lq†. From the conserved quantities Jμ and their dual
operators Mμ one finds the steady state as ρ∞ ¼
P
μ M μ TrðJ μ ρ0 Þ, where ρ0 is the initial state [43]. Since
the system is controllable, repeated commutators of H ⊕q
and V ⊕q give rise to the algebra suðdÞ⊕q . Therefore,
because of the Schur-Weyl duality [44], the only operators
that commute with both H⊕q and V ⊕q , and more generally
with Eq. (5), are index permutation operators. Let Sq be the
group of permutations of the set 1; …; q and let Pσ , σ ∈ Sq
be the operator that permutes the index of the tensor copy
H⊗q , namely, the operator that maps ψ i1 ;i2 ;…;in to
ψ σði1 Þ;σði2 Þ;…;σðin Þ for each set of indices ij . It is simple to
show that Pπ Pσ ¼ Pπσ and that these operators form a
unitary representation of the permutation group Sq .
The index permutation operators are the only conserved
q
q†
quantities
P of the Liouvillian, L ðPρ Þ ¼ L ðPρ Þ ¼ 0, so
ρ∞ ¼ σ ρσ Pσ . However, since the operators Pσ are not
orthonormal, one has
X
Tr½P†σ ρ0  ¼ Tr½P†σ ρ∞  ¼
ρπ Tr½P†σ Pπ ;
ð9Þ
π∈Sq

wherein the first equality holds because Pσ is a conserved
quantity. By inverting the above equation, we find that
X
ρ∞ ¼ lim etLq ρ0 ¼
ðM −1 Þπσ Tr½P†σ ρ0 Pπ ; ð10Þ
t→∞

π;σ

where M σπ ¼ Tr½P†σ Pπ . It has been shown in Ref. [45] that
−1
Mσπ ¼ dlðσ πÞ , where lðσÞ is the number of cycles in the
cycle decomposition of σ. The dimensionality of the
steady-state manifold is then given by the matrix rank of
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M. One finds that the steady-state degeneracy is ∼eOðqÞ .
The right-hand side of Eq. (10) is exactly equal to the
integration over the Haar measure (see, e.g., Proposition 3
in Ref. [45]). Therefore, we show that
Z
tLq
lim e ρ ¼ dUU⊗q ρU ⊗q† ;
ð11Þ

the other hand, for l ¼ j, it is V̊ k V̊ l Πj ¼ 0, since by
construction k ≠ j. This shows that Eq. (15) is a projector
on the eigenspace of Lq with eigenvalue λi . Moreover, from
the operators Eq. (15) one can also construct the eigenstates
of Lq that act on the irreducible representations of the
symmetric group—indeed, since the permutation operators
ðiÞ
Pσ commute with the Liouvillian, then Pσ ðΠj ÞP†σ is an
eigenprojection of Lq for all σ.
In summary, the eigenstate of L1 with the lowest gap can
be used to construct some exact eigenstates of Lq , although
it remains to be shown that they have the smallest gap.
These eigenvalues have degeneracy at least as large as the
ðiÞ
ground-state degeneracy, since Pρ Πj is also an eigenvector with eigenvalue λj of Lq .

t→∞

namely, that the infinite time evolution of the system under
the Liouvillian Eq. (7) is equivalent to an integration over
the Haar measure.
In summary, we show that by driving a controllable
system with random control pulses Eq. (2), where the
stochastic process is Gaussian, harmonic, and has a finite
correlation time, the resulting average evolution of
the quantum system converges for t → ∞ to a uniform
integration over the Haar measure.

ðiÞ

D. Convergence time
C. Construction of excited states
Certain excited states of the Liouvillian Eq. (8) can be
built up directly from the excitations of the individual
quantum systems. It is convenient to separate Lq from
Eq. (8) into local terms Lloc
k acting only on the kth copy, and
a nonlocal interaction. Indeed,
Lq ¼

q
X

Lloc
k −

k¼1

q
σ X
V̊ V̊ ;
2 k≠l¼1 k l

ð12Þ

σ 2
Lloc
k ¼ −iH̊ k − V̊ k ;
2

Given the results of the previous section, we want to
know how rapidly the semigroup converges to the uniform
distribution Eq. (11). In Appendix B, we provide a brief
introduction to the convergence theory of dynamical semigroups, and argue that when the generator is not reversible
(detailed balance), the convergence is governed by the
singular value gap of the channels rather than the spectral
gap of the generator. In general, we want to bound the
trace norm, but it is more convenient to analyze the 2 → 2
norm:

ð13Þ

where H̊k , V̊ k , and accordingly Lloc
k , act only on the kth
loc
copy. Therefore, each Lk for different k is equivalent
to a single-copy Liouvillian L1 . We assume that the
operator L1 is diagonalizable (with right and left eigenvectors) and call
X
L1 ¼
λi ΠðiÞ
ð14Þ

ketL − U ∞ jj1→1 ≤ d2q ketL − U ∞ jj2→2 ;
q

ðiÞ

⊗ðj−1Þ

Πj ¼ Πð0Þ

ðq−jÞ

⊗ ΠðiÞ ⊗ Πð0Þ

ð15Þ

are then eigenprojections of Lq , with eigenvalue λi . To
ðiÞ
show this, we note indeed that Πj is proportional to the
vectorization of the identity operator in each copy, aside
from the jth one, since Πð0Þ is the projection onto the steady
state and, accordingly, Πð0Þ ðXÞ ¼ ρ∞ Tr½X, which is proðiÞ

portional to the identity operator. Therefore, V̊ l Πj ¼ 0
ðiÞ

[because ½V l ; Πj ðXÞ ¼ 0 for all X], as long as l ≠ j. On

ð16Þ

where U ∞ ¼ limt→∞ etLq and d is the dimension of the local
Hilbert space. Let sj ðtÞ be the singular values of etL ,
ordered from largest to smallest. The largest has magnitude
one. Then the singular values of ðetL − U ∞ Þ are strictly
smaller than one, and
†

ketL − U ∞ k2→2 ¼ supjhψjðetL̂ etL̂ − Û ∞ Þjψij:
ψ

i

its eigenvalue decomposition, where the eigenvalues λj are
ordered with decreasing real part (starting from zero) and
Πj are the corresponding eigenprojections. The operators

q

ð17Þ

If the Liouvillian were reversible, then the singular values
sj ðtÞ would be given by etλj, where λj are the eigenvalues of
L. Unfortunately, the semigroups that we are working with
are not Hermitian. Nonetheless, from Eq. (B5), we find that
the 2 → 2 norm can be bounded in terms of the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of Lq as
ketL − U ∞ k2→2 ≤
q

X

etRe½λj 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kRj kkLj k;

ð18Þ

j∶λj ≠0

where λj are the eigenvalues of Lq , and Rj , Lj are its right
and left eigenvectors, satisfying tr½L†j Rk  ¼ δjk .
In general it is very difficult to bound Eq. (18), since the
norms of the eigenvectors can be very large, and it is often
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difficult to get good bounds on the spectrum. Nonetheless,
in Appendices B–D, we study both the weak ðσ ¼ ϵ → 0Þ
and strong ðσ ¼ ϵ−1 → ∞Þ coupling limits, and show the
following properties: (i) the spectral gap is OðϵÞ, in both
the strong and weak coupling limits—for strong driving,
the decrease of the gap for larger σ is consistent with the
general occurrence in open systems [46]; (ii) the eigenvectors satisfy jRj i ¼ SjΦj i and jLj i ¼ S †;−1 jΦj i, for
some invertible matrix S and an orthonormal basis jΦj i.
The condition number of S is κðSÞ ≡ kSkkS −1 k and
satisfies κðSÞ ¼ Oð1 þ ϵÞ. Moreover, in Secs. III B and
IV we discuss some cases where the Liouvillian gap is
independent of q. Models whose mixing time is independent of q have also been obtained in Ref. [34], at the
expense of more stringent requirements on the fluctuating
terms of the Hamiltonian.
We then get that
ke

tLq

− U ∞ k2→2 ≤ e

−tλ

d2q κðSÞ2 ;

ð19Þ

where λ is the eigenvalue with the smallest nonzero real
part and κðSÞ ¼ Oð1 þ ϵÞ. In terms of the trace norm, we
then get that


supketL ðρÞ − U ∞ ðρÞk ≤ e−tλ d4q κðSÞ2 :
q

ρ

ð20Þ

In the weak or strong coupling limits, the condition
number will be of order 1, yielding a mixing time of
T  ∼ 4q logðdÞ=λ . We lose a lot in two steps of the bound,
both times involving a term of order d2q. In certain cases,
this is overly pessimistic. For instance, for a tensor product
of n semigroups, the mixing time is T  ∼ logðnÞT 1 , where
T 1 is the mixing time of a single subsystem [47]. We might
ask whether the mixing time of Eq. (7) is also of the order
T  ∼ logðqÞT 1 , with T 1 ¼ Oð1=λ Þ.
We can see that this is not the case from the following
argument,
ketL − U ∞ k1→1 ≥ ketL − U ∞ k2→2
q

q

≥

X

etRe½λj  ;

ð21Þ

q

ð23Þ

Thus, the mixing time is at least T  ∼ Oðq=λ Þ, even in the
weak coupling limit.
Finally, we comment on the distinction between the
singular value gap of etL and the eigenvalue gap of L. We
know that as t → ∞, the singular value gap s ðtÞ, namely,

the largest singular value sj ðtÞ ≠ 1, converges to etλ ;
however, it is not clear how rapidly this occurs. This is
discussed in the numerical studies of Sec. IV, where we
show that, in both the strong and weak coupling limits, the
difference between the spectral gap and the singular value
gap vanishes on a time scale much smaller than 1=λ .
III. MANY-BODY THEORY
OF UNITARY DESIGN
In the previous section we argue that bounding the
spectral gap of the dynamical semigroup is in many
relevant cases sufficient to get good estimates on the
mixing time of the process. Here, we study such a gap
by introducing a general mapping from a control
Liouvillian to a non-Hermitian many-body Hamiltonian,
and then study its mean-field solution. The mean-field
approach has already been successfully applied [15] to
estimate the convergence time of permutationally invariant
random quantum circuits, where at each step a gate from a
universal set is applied to a random pair of qubits.
Moreover, in Sec. IV we analyze an integrable example
via Bethe-ansatz techniques, from whose solution it
appears that the eigenstates with the smallest gap are
constructed from the steady states by changing the internal
state of a single unpaired particle. This fact shares several
similarities with what happens in bosonic condensates, and
in particular with their mean-field solution [48]. Motivated
by these two examples, it is natural to apply the mean-field
analysis to generic Hamiltonian evolutions with random
pulses. However, although the predictions of the mean-field
solution are consistent with several numerical simulations,
we clarify that this approach cannot be general by constructing explicit counterexamples via symmetry-breaking
arguments.

ð22Þ

A. Mapping to a non-Hermitian
many-body Hamiltonian

j∶Re½λj ¼−λ

since the lower bound is saturated when S ¼ 1, and we
have isolated the subspace with eigenvalue λ . Now, in
Sec. II C we argue that if the gap of Lq is the same as the
gap of L1 , then we can construct the eigenvectors with
minimal nonzero eigenvalue of Lq from those of L1 . In
particular, the size of this subspace is at least as large as the
size of the ground-state subspace. But we know that the
ground-state subspace has dimension d0 ≥ eOðqÞ . Hence,
the first excited subspace does as well. Then,



ketL − U ∞ k1→1 ≥ eOðqÞ e−tλ :

A powerful method for estimating the spectral gap of the
Liouvillian is to map Eq. (8) to a many-body problem, and
then use powerful techniques developed in condensed-matter
systems to obtain the spectrum. In order to find this mapping,
we introduce a basis bαβ ¼ jαihβj, α; β ¼ 1; …; d and call
Bαβ ¼ b⊕q
αβ . These operators satisfy the SUðdÞ commutation
relation, ½Bαβ ; Bγδ  ¼ Bαδ δβγ − δαδ Bβγ , and therefore define
a reducible representation of SUðdÞ. Moreover, X̊⊕q ¼
P
X⊕q ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ X⊕qT ¼ αβ ðXαβ B↑αβ − ðXT Þαβ B↓αβ Þ, where
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we set B↑αβ ¼ Bαβ ⊗ 1 and B↓αβ ¼ 1 ⊗ Bαβ . Hence, the
Liouvillian can be written as
X
Lq ¼ −i Hαβ ðB↑αβ − B↓βα Þ

L1 . From P
the above decomposition it is clear that if the gap
of Lloc ¼ k Lloc
k equals the gap of Lq , then the Liouvillian

gap λ is independent of q.
Extending the treatment of Sec. III A, we define a local
basis of operators B~ α~ β~ ¼ B↑α↑ β↑ δα↓ β↓ þ δα↑ β↑ B↓α↓ β↓ , where
~ are multi indices running
α~ ¼ ðα↑ ; α↓ Þ, and similarly for β,

αβ

σX
−
V V ðB↑ − B↓βα ÞðB↑γδ − B↓δγ Þ: ð24Þ
2 αβγδ αβ γδ αβ
The form Eq. (24) is a convenient starting point because it
depends only on the original d × d operators introduced in
Eq. (1), while the complicated action into the q-copy Hilbert
space is transferred into the basis operators B.
The operators B form a reducible representation of
SUðdÞ and can be decomposed in terms of irreducible
operators that act on different invariant subspaces of the
original ðCd Þ⊗q Hilbert space. Indeed, because of the
Schur-Weyl duality, every irreducible representation of
ðCd Þ⊗q is decomposed as ðCd Þ⊗q ¼⊗λ P λ ⊗ Uλ , where
P λ is an irreducible representation of the symmetric group
Sq and U λ an irreducible representation of SUðdÞ. A
convenient expression for the fully symmetric and fully
antisymmetric subspaces is given by [49] Bαβ ¼ a†α aβ ,
where aα and a†α are either bosonic or fermionic creation
and annihilation operators. Moreover, even a generic
(though reducible) representation can be constructed from
either bosonic or fermionic annihilation operators by addP
ing an extra index and writing Bαβ ¼ u a†αu aβu . From the
definition of B one realizes that in this generic representation there are exactly q particles since
X †
X
aαu aαu ¼
Bαα ¼ q1:
ð25Þ
αu

α

For convenience, we also perform the calculation in the
basis where V is diagonal. Therefore, Eq. (24) becomes
X
Lq ¼ −i Hαβ ða†αu↑ aβu↑ − a†βu↓ aαu↓ Þ
ð26Þ
αβu

−

σX
V V ðn − nαu↓ Þðnβv↑ − nβv↓ Þ;
2 αβuv αα ββ αu↑

ð27Þ

where nx ¼ a†x ax . Thanks to this general representation, the
many-body Liouvillian has been mapped to a many-particle
Hubbard-like problem Eq. (27) where the hopping part is
anti-Hermitian. The original dependence on q is mapped to
the number of particles, namely to the constraint Eq. (25)
that there are exactly
q particles
P
P in the “spin-up” and “spindown” states, αu nαu↑ ¼ αu nαu↓ ¼ q1.
B. Mean-field approach
We consider here the decomposition Eq. (12) where each
for different k is equivalent to a single-copy Liouvillian

Lloc
k

from 1 to d2 . Therefore, we can write the decomposition
Eq. (12) as
Lq ¼

X
σ X
~
ðLloc
V̊ α~ β~ V̊ γ~ δ~ ðB~ α~ β~ B~ γ~ δ~ − B~ α~ δ~ δ~ β~ γ~ Þ;
1 Þα~ β~ Bα~ β~ −
2
~
~ ~
~β
α;

~ β;~γ ;δ
α;

and, writing B~ α~ β~ ¼ a†α~ aβ~ with bosonic operators, then
Lq ¼

X
σ X
†
ðLloc
V̊ α~ β~ V̊ γ~ δ~ a†α~ a†γ~ aβ~ aδ~ :
1 Þα~ β~ aα~ aβ~ −
2
~
~ ~
~β
α;

ð28Þ

~ β;~γ ;δ
α;

We assume that Lloc
q is diagonalizable (with left and right
P
−1
eigenvectors) as ðLloc
~ λj Zjβ~ for a nonsingular
q Þα~ β~ ¼
j Zαj

matrix Z, where j ¼ 0 corresponds to the steady state. Then
we define new bosonic operators via the nonunitary
P
†
Bogoliubov
transformation
a~ 0i ¼ α~ Zαi
a~ i ¼
~ aα~ ,
P −1
α~ ðZ Þiα~ aα~ . These operators still satisfy the canonical
commutation relations ½a~ i ; a~ j 0  ¼ δ~ ij , though a~ i 0 ≠ a~ †i . As
we show in Appendix G, in this language, the steady state of
the many-body Liouvillian Eq. (28) is therefore the boson
pﬃﬃﬃ
“condensate” jΩi ¼ ½ða~ 00 Þq = q!j0i, where j0i is the
bosonic vacuum. Elementary excitations with respect to
this state can be constructed with a Bogoliubov (mean-field)
approach by defining
a variational wave function
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
jψi ¼ j ψ j ½ða~ 0 0 Þq−1 = ðq − 1Þ!aj j0i, for j ≠ 0 and optimizing over the amplitudes ψ j . These states are motivated by
the analytic solution of the integrable model considered in
Sec. IV, where the excited states with minimal gap have a
single quasiparticle excitation. Although mean-field techniques have been highly studied mostly for Hamiltonian
systems [48], they can also be extended to non-normal
operators [50] where left and right eigenvectors form a biorthonormal basis. Within this variational formalism, we
show in Appendix G that the four-body interaction in
Eq. (28) does not alter the eigenstates, which are therefore
exactly given bypthe
bare single-particle eigenstates
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exc
0
q−1
jΩj i ¼ ½ða~ 0 Þ = ðq − 1Þ!aj j0i with exact eigenvalue
λj , for any q. This shows that the eigenvalues, at least in the
low-energy subspace, are not “renormalized” for larger
values of q. The obtained states jΩexc
j i are indeed the
symmetric combination of Eq. (15), which, as shown before,
are an exact eigenstate of Lq . Within this simple mean-field
treatment there are no other eigenvalues with a smaller
gap than minj jRe½λj j. Therefore, the final outcome of the
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mean-field treatment is that, at least for fully symmetric
states, the Liouvillian gap is constant as a function of q.
C. Counterexample to the mean-field treatment
The mean-field treatment of the previous section, based
on single-particle excitations, predicts that the Liovillian
gap is independent of q, as long as the mean-field approach
is accurate. Also, the rigorous Bethe-ansatz treatment of
Sec. IV, valid for a particular integrable model, shows that
the Liouvillian gap is independent of q, by explicitly
showing that the states with minimal gap are made by
unpaired particles. That rigorous treatment thus justifies the
mean-field approach, at least for that particular model.
However, here we show that the predictions of the meanfield theory cannot be general by finding a counterexample
where a state with two bounded particles (hence, appearing
for q ≥ 2) may have a lower gap.
We construct this counterexample via symmetry arguments. Clearly, in the fully controllable case H and V must
not share a symmetry—otherwise only symmetric unitaries
can be obtained—but this lack of common symmetries is
not sufficient. Indeed, generically, in tensor copies there
may be other nontrivial symmetries but, because of the
Schur-Weyl duality, in the fully controllable case only the
permutation symmetries can remain. Suppose now that our
system is not controllable because there exists an operator
~ different from a permutation operator, such that
X,
~ ¼ ½V ⊕p ; X
~ ¼ 0 and that the solutions of
½H⊕p ; X
⊕q
⊕q
½H ; X ¼ ½V ; X ¼ 0 for q < p are only permutation
operators. In this case, Eq. (11) would be valid for q < p,
but not when p ¼ q, as the symmetry X~ introduces an extra
steady state. Then, suppose that we restore full controllability by adding a small OðϵÞ term in either H or V such
that the operator X~ is not a symmetry anymore (we say that
the symmetry X~ is explicitly broken). This splits the extra
steady state into an eigenvector with small OðϵÞ eigenvalue,
which, for small enough ϵ, can be smaller than the gap,
obtained when q < p. If this counterexample can be
constructed, then the gap for q < p may be different from
the gap at q ¼ p. Below, we show that this construction is
indeed possible already with p ¼ 2 and that these extra
eigenstates correspond to bound particles in the many-body
framework.
As shown in Refs. [51,52], a rather surprising necessary
and sufficient condition for controllability is that there are
exactly two independent solutions of the equations
½H⊕2 ; X ¼ ½V ⊕2 ; X ¼ 0. Nonetheless, a simpler necessary
condition (though not sufficient [51]) is the absence of
nonzero solutions to the set of equations
QH T þ HQ ¼ QV T þ VQ ¼ 0:

ð29Þ

Taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (29), we find that Q
satisfies Q H þ HT Q ¼ Q V þ V T Q ¼ 0, as H and V

are Hermitian. Because of this, QQ commutes with both
H and V and, owing to Schur’s lemma, QQ is proportional
to the identity. Reference [53] proved that QQ ¼ 1 when
Q is symmetric and QQ ¼ −1 when Q is antisymmetric.
If there are nonzero solutions of Eq. (29), then the system is
not controllable and there are extra steady states such as the
bosonic paired state for q ¼ 2:
jψ Q i ¼

X
ðQ ⊗ Q Þα~ β~ a†α~ a†β~ j0i:

ð30Þ

α~ β~

Indeed, for both Q symmetric and antisymmetric, Q ⊗ Q
is symmetric, thus justifying the bosonic approach. The
proof can be readily obtained from Eq. (28), indeed for both
X ¼ H, V:
X̊γ~ δ~ a†γ~ aδ~ jψ Q i ¼ X̊γ~ δ~ a†γ~ aδ~

X
Qα~ β~ a†α~ a†β~ j0i
α~ β~

¼ ½ðXQÞ ⊗ Q þ ðQXT Þ ⊗ Q þ
− Q ⊗ ðXT Q Þ − Q ⊗ ðQ XÞγ~ δ~ a†γ~ a†δ~ j0i;
so because of Eq. (29), we find H̊γ~ δ~ a†γ~ aδ~ jψ Q i ¼

V̊ γ~ δ~ a†γ~ aδ~ jψ Q i ¼ 0, namely, L2 jψ Q i ¼ 0. Hence, the extra
symmetry Q introduces a pairing between bosons in the
steady state, which is expressed by Eq. (30)—note that it is
indeed a pairing because ½Q ⊗ Q α~ β~ ≠ Qα~ Qβ~ since Q is a
matrix.
As discussed before, we can restore controllability by
explicitly breaking the symmetry Eq. (29) with small terms:
QHT þ HQ ¼ ϵH , QV T þ VQ ¼ ϵV , where at least one
between ϵV or ϵH has to be nonzero, otherwise the system is
not controllable. In this case, jψ Q i is not a steady state but,
within first-order perturbation theory, can be used to create
a state with eigenvalue δ~ ¼ OðϵV ; ϵH Þ. In particular, one
can construct specific examples where ϵV and ϵH are much
smaller than the gap λ of L1 so that δ~ < λ . Therefore,
exploiting these broken symmetries we can construct
counterexamples where the gap changes as a function of
q. The simplest example is a two-spin system with H ¼
ðσ x1 σ x2 þ σ y1 σ y2 þ σ x1 Þ þ ϵσ z1 σ z2 and V ¼ σ y1 , where σ αj are the
Pauli matrices acting on the spin j. For instance, for
ϵ ¼ 0.1, the gap of L1 is ≈0.45, while the gap of L2
is ≈0.05.
In spite of this counterexample, we observe that in
most numerical examples, performed for small values of
d and q with a random choice of H and V, the
Liouvillian gap is constant as a function of q. This
allows us to conjecture that “typically,” namely for most
choices of H and V, the Liouvillian has a constant gap,
as predicted by the mean-field approach. Since in
Eq. (12) each copy interacts with all the others, this
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conjecture is supported by the well-known validity (see,
e.g., Ref. [42]) of the mean-field solution in long-range
models.

in Appendix C for the single-particle q ¼ 1 case. We start
by considering two important cases, namely, the fully
symmetric and fully antisymmetric representation where
Bαβ ¼ a†α aβ for either bosonic or fermionic d.o.f. We then
extend our analysis to the general case.

IV. CONTROLLABLE QUANTUM WALK
We focus on a specific model that is of experimental
interest, namely, a single-particle hopping in a one-dimensional lattice; see Fig. 1. This framework can describe
different physical systems, such as a spin impurity in a spin
chain, a single electronic excitation in quantum dot arrays,
and a photon traveling in a one-dimensional photonic chip.
The resulting quantum walk can be modeled via the
Hamiltonian
H¼

L−1
X

jnihn þ 1j þ H:c:;

A. Gap analysis: Fully symmetric representation
We consider first the fully symmetric representation
where Bαβ ¼ a†α aβ , so one can omit the index u from
the equations of Sec. III A. Plugging the operators H and V
of the controllable chain into Eq. (27), one finds the
following Liouvillian:
X
Lq ¼ −i ða†α↑ aαþ1;↑ − a†α↓ aαþ1;↓ þ H:c:Þ
α

ð31Þ

σ
− ðn↑1 − n↓1 Þðn↑1 − n↓1 Þ:
2

n¼1

where jni represents the state in which the walker is in
position n and L is the length of the chain. This
Hamiltonian has found numerous applications in quantum
transport problems and remote entanglement generation in
spin chains [54–57].
Moreover, we consider a local control field on a single
site of the chain, namely the cth site, which is modeled by
the Hamiltonian term gðtÞV, where V ¼ jcihcj and gðtÞ is a
time-dependent control profile. One can show that the chain
is controllable provided that c and L þ 1 are co-prime
numbers [58,59]. For simplicity, in the following we set
c ¼ 1. The above hopping Hamiltonian with local control
can be realized in many physical systems, for example, in
reconfigurable photonic chips [21,22], where the different
control pulses can be obtained by electrically tuned on-chip
heaters [23].
In the following we evaluate the Liouvillian gap for all
possible values of q in the strong-driving limit, namely,
when σ ≫ 1. The opposite weak-driving limit is discussed

ð32Þ

To diagonalize the above operator we assume that σ ≫ 1
and we study the “low-energy” effective dynamics. In that
limit the dissipative part σD ¼ ðσ=2Þðn↑1 − n↓1 Þðn↑1 − n↓1 Þ
has either eigenvalue 0 or σ ≫ 1. With a perturbative
approach, discussed in Appendix D, we decouple the latter
“high-energy” subspace and obtain an effective Liouvillian
acting in the low-energy sector. From a first-order
expansion as a function of σ −1 the effective Liouvillian
is given by
L−1
2 2X
Lˆq ¼ −
g ½−2ða~ †0↑ a~ †0↓ a~ k↑ a~ k↓ þ H:c:Þ
σ σ k¼1 k

þ ðn~ 0↑ þ n~ 0↓ þ 1Þðn~ k↑ þ n~ k↓ þ 1Þ;

ð33Þ

P
2
where gk ¼ ð2=LÞsin2 ðπk=LÞ, a~ k↕ ¼ L−1
α¼1 ð2=LÞsin ×
ðπkα=LÞaαþ1;↕ , and a1↕ ≡ a~ 0↕ . We now call
z
†
~ †i↑ a~ †i↓ , K −i ¼ ðK þ
~ i↑ þ n~ i↓ þ 1Þ=2
Kþ
i ¼a
i Þ , and K i ¼ ðn
and note that these operators satisfy the SUð1; 1Þ commutation relations:
z
−
½K þ
i ; K i  ¼ −2K i ;

½K αi ; K βj  ¼ 0;


½K zi ; K 
i  ¼ K i ;

if i ≠ j:

ð34Þ
ð35Þ

With these definitions, we find then
L−1
2 8X
g K ·K ;
Lˆq ¼ −
σ σ k¼1 k 0 k

FIG. 1. Depiction of a one-dimensional quantum walk, with a
local control at the bottom rung. Each site of the chain is
coherently coupled with its nearest neighbors. Random control
pulses are applied to the first site.

ð36Þ

z z
−
− þ
where K i · K j ≡ −ðK þ
i K j þ K i K j Þ=2 þ K i K j is the
SUð1; 1Þ invariant product, namely, the analogue of the
Heisenberg interaction. The model Eq. (36) is a SUð1; 1Þ
Gaudin model [60], which is known to be exactly solvable
with the Bethe-ansatz approach. We explicitly diagonalize
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it in Appendix E by applying Richardson’s method [61].
We find that the eigenvalues of the Liouvillian Lˆq are

X 
2 X
λ¼−
g n þ 4 Eα ;
σ k k k
α

ð37Þ

where the non-negative integers nk parametrize the number
of unpaired particles in mode k (see the discussion in
Appendix E) and the Eα are either zero or the solution of
the nonlinear set of equations
X
X nk þ 1
1
1
þ
þ2
¼ 0;
−1
ωk
ω − ωβ
ωα − 2gk
k
β≠α α

the effective Liouvillian description of the previous section,
we find

ð38Þ

where Eα ¼ 1=ωα . From that expression it is clear that the
steady state corresponds to Eα ¼ 0 and nk ¼ 0, for each α
and k. Solutions to the above equations are known to be
related with the roots of Heine-Stieltjes polynomials (see,
e.g., Ref. [62]). By exploiting this relationship, one finds
that all the solutions ωα of Eq. (38) are real, different from
each other, and different from the poles of Eq. (38).
Moreover, gk ¼ gL−k so the sum in Eq. (38) can be
restricted to the first half where gk < gkþ1 . The roots of
the Heine-Stieltjes polynomials also have the important
property that they lie inside the intervals 2g−1
kþ1 < ωα <
−1
2gk for some k, so that 2Eα > mink gk ¼ g1 . This constraint allows us to rigorously find the gap of the
Liouvillian Lˆq . Indeed, thanks to the latter inequality,
the paired states have a larger gap than the unpaired ones,
so we can focus only on the solutions where Eα ¼ 0. The
minimum gap is then obtained when n1 ¼ nL−1 ¼ 1 and
nk ¼ 0 otherwise. This is an allowed state (for L > 2) as it
satisfies all the constraints and provides the gap
 
8
π
gap ≡ λ ¼
sin2
¼ OðL−3 Þ:
ð39Þ
σL
L
This gap is exact in the strong-driving limit, can be
achieved already at q ¼ 1, and is the same for all higher
values of q, as we have shown that there are no smaller
nonzero eigenvalues. Therefore, we prove here explicitly
that in the strong-driving limit the gap is independent of the
number of copies q. In the following sections we extend
this result, which up to now is restricted to the fully
symmetric representation, to show that Eq. (39) is indeed
the gap, irrespective of the chosen representation.
B. Gap analysis: Antisymmetric representations
We first consider another particular case, namely, the
fully antisymmetric representation, that is used as a basis
for the general solution discussed in the next section. We
start from Eq. (27) and we write Bαij ¼ a†iα ajα , with
fermionic creation and annihilation operators. Repeating

L−1
2 8X
Lˆq ¼ − þ
g S ·S ;
σ σ k¼1 k 0 k

ð40Þ

P
where S0 · Sk ¼ α¼x;y;z Sα0 Sαk refers to the SUð2Þ-invariant
product, namely, the spin Heisenberg interaction
y
x
−
~ j↑ a~ j↓ , Sþ
S
j ¼ Sj  iSj , and where we define Sj ¼ a
j ¼
†
†
z
−
†
ðSj Þ and Sj ¼ ða~ j↑ a~ j↑ þ a~ j↓ a~ j↓ − 1Þ=2. It is simple to
verify that the above operators satisfy the SU(2) commutation relations on the same site, and commute on different
sites, so that Eq. (40) is equivalent to the central spin model
first studied by Gaudin [60]. The diagonalization of the
Gaudin Heisenberg Hamiltonian proceeds along the same
lines of the SUð1; 1Þ one. There are two main differences:
(i) the different sign in Eqs. (40) and (36) and (ii) because of
the Pauli exclusion principle the number of particles nk per
mode k is limited to either 0 or 1. We find then that the
eigenvalues are given by Eq. (37), where the nonzero
energies Eα are the solutions of
X gk ðnk − 1Þ
k

2Eα − gk

−2

X

Eβ
¼ 1:
E
− Eβ
β≠α α

ð41Þ

However, because of the different sign in Eq. (41), we
cannot relate the solutions of Eq. (41) to the roots of the
Heine-Stieltjes polynomials, so we cannot bound the gap
using the argument of the fully symmetric case.
Nonetheless, in the next section we consider a more general
technique, valid for all the representations, where such a
bound can be obtained using physical arguments borrowed
from classical electrostatics.
C. General gap analysis
As we discuss in Sec. III A, a general representation of
the SUðLÞ algebra can can be obtained via extended
creation and annihilation operators [49], namely, Bαβ ¼
P †
~ αu a~ βu for either bosonic or fermionic operators. We
ua
use the fermionic representation for convenience, since our
derivation uses the particle-hole symmetry that is a nonunitary operation in bosonic systems (see, e.g., Ref. [48]).
Because of thePPauli exclusion principle, in order to satisfy
the constrain α Bαα ¼ q, the auxiliary index u has to run
from 1 to q. Performing the same perturbative approach of
Appendix D, valid in the strong-driving limit σ ≫ 1, one
finds that the effective Liouvillian Lˆq can be written in the
diagonal basis of the Hamiltonian as
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L−1
2X
gk ðB↑0k B↑k0 þ B↑k0 B↑0k þ B↓0k B↓k0 þ B↓k0 B↓0k
Lˆq ¼ −
σ k¼1

− 2B↑0k B↓0k − 2B↑k0 B↓k0 Þ:

ðjÞ

Xðx;↓Þ;ðy;↓Þ ¼
ð42Þ

P
2
where V~ k ¼ jωk ihω0 j, with jωk i ¼ L−1
j¼1 ð2=LÞsinðπjk=LÞ
jj þ 1i and jω0 i ¼ j1i. One can check that the operators V~ k
and their Hermitian conjugate form a controllable set, so
the steady state of the effective Liouvillian coincides with
the original one. We now perform two transformations. The
first one is the Jordan-Wigner transformation to obtain
proper fermionic d.o.f., namely, where creation and annihilation operators with different indices ↑ and ↓ anticommute. The second one is a particle-hole transformation in
the spin-down sector. These transformations are imple†
Q
mented together by defining W ¼ ju eia~ ju↑ a~ ju↑ and setting
aju↑ ¼ a~ ju↑ and aju↓ ¼ W a~ †ju↑ . Equation (42) then
becomes

L−1
X ð0Þ ðkÞ
2q 4 X
þ
gk Xαβ Xβα ;
σ
σ k¼1 αβ
ðjÞ

ðjÞ

ðkÞ

ðjÞ

ðjÞ

½Xαβ ; Xγδ  ¼ δjk ðXαδ δβγ − Xγβ δαδ Þ;

ð44Þ

so that Eq. (43) represents a SUð2qÞ version of the Gaudin
model. Indeed, Eq. (43)
P is invariant under the Bogoliubov
transofmation ajα → β Uα;β ajβ , where U is a unitary
ð2qÞ × ð2qÞ matrix. SUð2qÞ has ð2qÞ2 − 1 generators, so
one operator in Eq, (44) is dependent of the others. This is
P ðjÞ ðkÞ
shown by the equation ½ α Xαα ; Xβγ  ¼ 0 for each β and γ.
Going back to the original representation, namely performing back the particle-hole transformation, one finds that
ðjÞ
Xðx;↑Þ;ðy;↑Þ

¼

a~ †jx↑ a~ jy↑ − a~ jy↑ a~ †jx↑
2

;

ð45aÞ

ðjÞ

ð45cÞ

ðjÞ

ð45dÞ

 L−1
X 1 
2 X
;
gk ðn↓k þ n↑k Þ þ 4
σ k¼1
ωq;α
α

ð46Þ

where ωj;α for j ¼ 1; …; 2q − 1 are the solutions of
X

where Xαβ ¼ ða†jα ajβ − ajβ a†jα Þ=2 and the Greek letters
refer to the multi-index composed by the auxiliary index
and the “effective spin” index, i.e., α ¼ ðusÞ, where u ¼
ðjÞ
1; …; q and s ¼ f↑; ↓g. The traceless operators X αβ satisfy
the SUð2qÞ⊕L commutation relations,

ð45bÞ

The Gaudin-like model Eq. (43) has been solved for
different algebras [namely, not only the SUð1; 1Þ and
SU(2) cases discussed before] in Refs. [63,64], while the
duality between the different models that can be obtained
by exploiting the auxiliary indices has different ramifications in mathematical physics (see, e.g., Ref. [65] and
references therein), especially due to its connections with
the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation [65,66]. In
Appendix F, we exploit the general solution [63,64] of
the Gaudin model Eq. (43), valid when the operators X
define any semisimple Lie algebra, to obtain the eigenvalues of the Liouvillian Eq. (43) when the SUð2qÞ operators
are defined via the fermionic representation Eq. (45). As in
the fully symmetric and fully antisymmetric case discussed
in the previous sections, the eigenvalues of L̂q are parametrized by non-negative integers n↑j and n↓j , and are
given by
λ¼−

ð43Þ

;

Xðx;↓Þ;ðy;↑Þ ¼ a~ jx↓ W a~ jy↑ :

L−1
X
2X
gk ½a†0α akα a†kβ a0β þ a†kα a0α a†0β akβ 
Lˆq ¼ −
σ k¼1 αβ

¼−

2

Xðx;↑Þ;ðy;↓Þ ¼ a~ †jx↑ W a~ †jy↓ ;

The above Hermitian operator corresponds to the purely
dissipative Liouvillian,
L−1
2X
~ †⊕q ~ ⊕q
g ð½V~ ⊕q ; ½V~ †⊕q
Lˆq ρ ¼ −
k ; ρ þ ½V k ; ½V k ; ρÞ;
σ k¼1 k k

a~ jx↓ a~ †jy↓ − a~ †jy↓ a~ jx↓

β

L−1
X
X
μkj
2
1
¼
þ
ωj;β − ωj;α k¼0 zk − ωj;α
ωjþ1;β − ωj;α
β

þ

X
β

1
;
ωj−1;β − ωj;α

ð47Þ

and
with z0 ¼ 0, μ0j ¼ δqj , and, for k > 0, zk ¼ 2g−1
k
k
μj ¼ δj;q ð1−δn↓k >0 −δn↑k >0 Þþδj;qþn↑k þδj;q−n↓k . In Eq. (47)
we set ω0;β ¼ ω2q;β → −∞; namely, in other words, for
j ¼ 1 or j ¼ 2q − 1 one of the two fractions in the second
line is zero.
Owing to the similarity between Eqs. (46) and (37), if we
can show that the solutions of Eq. (47) satisfy the inequality
2ω−1
q;α > gk for each α and k, then we can straightforwardly
apply the reasoning of Sec. IVA to prove that the gap is
indeed given by Eq. (39) for any representation. However,
the sign difference between Eqs. (47) and (38) prevents us
from using the theory of Heine-Stieltjes polynomials to
prove that inequality, as we did in Sec. IVA. Here, we use a
different approach, used also in Ref. [63] for a different
purpose, which is based on mapping the mathematical
equation (47) to an electrostatic problem, and then use our
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classical physics intuition. Following Ref. [63] we define
the two-dimensional vector ω⃗ jα whose real components are
the real and imaginary part of ωjα and interpret those
vectors as the positions of some particles with index α and
species j ¼ 1; …; 2q − 1. Equation (47) can then be
interpreted as the conditions for an extremum of the
function WðfωgÞ defined as
WðfωgÞ ¼ −

2q−1
XX

Cij log jω⃗ iα − ω⃗ jβ j −

i;j¼1 αβ

2q−1
XX
i¼1

V i ðω⃗ iα Þ;

L−1
X

μki log jω⃗ − ⃗zk j;

D. Numerical results for the controllable chain

α

ð48Þ
⃗ ¼−
V i ðωÞ

ω > maxk zk , where no solutions can exist. Therefore, this
electrostatic analogy shows that the only stable solutions
with finite ωiα can be found only between poles of V i ðωÞ,
or, in other words, that the solutions of the nonlinear
set of equations (47) satisfy the constraint mink zk <
ωjα < maxk zk , i.e., 2ω−1
jα > mink gk . This, together with
the discussion of Sec. IVA, shows that Eq. (39) is indeed
the gap of the Liouvillian L̂q in the strong-driving limit.

ð49Þ

k¼0

where ⃗zk ¼ ðzk ; 0Þ and the Cartan matrix Cij has nonzero
components only on the diagonal, where Cii ¼ 2, and for
ji − jj ¼ 1, where Cij ¼ −1. This shows that the problem
of finding a solution to the system of equations (47) is
equivalent to the problem of finding the equilibrium
positions of a set of particles in a two-dimensional plane
interacting via the logarithmic potential Eq. (48). That
potential is analogous to the electrostatic potential since the
Coulomb interaction in 2D is logarithmic. Particles of the
same species repel each other, while particles with nearestneighbor species attract each other. Finding the equilibrium
positions of those particles is in general quite complicated,
although the problem can be solved explicitly in the
thermodynamic limit [67]. At first sight one may think
that the problem has no solutions since the potential
Eq. (49) is unstable. However, because of the Z2 symmetry
(Im½ωj;α  → −Im½ωj;α ), due to the fact that the zk ’s are real,
all the forces on the real line are longitudinal. This property
allows us to seek for solutions of Eq. (47) in the class of real
numbers [63]. On the real line, the problem becomes stable
and one dimensional. An example of this effective onedimensional potential is shown in Fig. 2 where one can see
the two unbounded regions for ω < mink zk and for

FIG. 2. Example one-dimensional potential V i ðωÞ from
Eq. (49) with three different values of zk and μki ¼ 1.

In the previous sections we perform an extensive
theoretical analysis to show that, in a chain controlled
on one boundary, the Liouvillian gap in the strong-driving
limit is constant as a function of q and scales as ∝ L−3 as a
function of the length L of the chain—this scaling is
consistent with what has been obtained in spin chains with
boundary dissipation [68]. The scaling ∝ L−3 is obtained
also in the weak-driving limit discussed in Appendix C,
though that analysis is valid only for q ¼ 1. Nontheless, in
all our numerical experiments obtained for small values of
L and q, we find that the gap is constant as a function of q
over the whole range of σ. In Fig. 3, we study the
Liouvillian gap and show that the theoretical predictions
of the strong- and weak-driving limits are very accurate in
their respective limit of validity. Moreover, we find that the
accuracy of the strong-driving limit is not affected by the
length of the chain. This is shown indeed in the inset Fig. 3,
where one observes an almost constant behavior as a
function of L. In Fig. 4, on the other hand, we show that
the Liouvillian gap scales as L−3 for different values of σ.
This scaling has been predicted in the strong- and weakdriving limits by Eqs. (39) and (C12). However, Fig. 4
shows that such scaling is valid also for σ ≈ 2 where neither

FIG. 3. Liouvillian gap for a controllable chain of L ¼ 10 as a
function of the noise strength σ. Exact numerical results are
obtained with q ¼ 1. Strong-driving limit corresponds to
Eq. (39), while the weak-driving limit is from Eq. (C12). Inset:
Noise strength σ s as a function of L such that, for σ > σ s, the
relative error between the exact gap and the strong-coupling
estimate is smaller than 1%.
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generate several random driving functions Eq. (2) and, for
each function, we calculate the corresponding unitary
evolution and then study the statistics of the generated
unitary matrices. To test whether the resulting distribution
approximates the Haar measure, we decompose each
unitary into the L2 angles introduced in Ref. [69]. Using
a simple reparametrization of these angles one can write the
Haar measure as
dUðφ1 ; …; φL2 Þ ¼

L2
Y

dφj ;

ð50Þ

j¼1

FIG. 4. Scaling of the Liouvillian gap obtained numerically for
q ¼ 1 as a function of L and for different values of σ. Solid lines
correspond to fitting functions ∝ L−3 .

the strong nor the weak coupling limit holds (compare, e.g.,
the values of Figs. 4 and 3). In Fig. 5, we study the
relationship between the Liouvillian gap and the gap s ðtÞ
in the singular values of etLq , which is a good estimate of
the convergence time (see Sec. II D). As expected, in both
the strong and weak coupling limit the s ðtÞ converges to

e−λ t much earlier than mixing time scales. Therefore, in
these regimes, one finds that the convergence time is
basically 1=λ. On the other hand, for σ ¼ 2 the matching

between e−λ t and s ðtÞ happens only at longer times.
Therefore, as expected from the analysis of Sec. II D, in this
regime there is a correction to the mixing time due to the
norm of the left and right eigenvectors. Nonetheless,
similarly to the Liovillian gap, our numerical simulations
for small values of L and q show that also the singular value
gap is independent of q over the whole range of σ.
Therefore, we argue that it may be a general feature of
this model that the resulting convergence time is independent of q.
Finally, we consider a stochastic simulation of the
evolution of a controllable chain with random fields: we

†

FIG. 5. Convergence of the singular value s ðtÞ of etL etL to
e−λ t , where λ is the Liouvillian gap. The relative error ΔðtÞ
between λ and −t−1 log sðtÞ is plotted for the different values of
σ; the time axis is rescaled between 0 and 2λ−1
 . In the
simulations, L ¼ 10, q ¼ 1.

namely, as a uniform distriution of the angles φj in the
range ½0; 2π. Therefore, testing whether the resulting
distribution approximates a Haar measure is equivalent
to testing whether the angles φj are distributed as a
multinomial uniform distribution. In Fig. 6 we do a simple
test to verify the distribution of the angles φj : we divide the
interval ½0; 2π into 25 bins and plot, as a 3D histrogram, the
matrix whose elements ði; jÞ are the number of times that
the angle φi is found in the jth bin. As Fig. 6 shows, the
distribution of the unitary matrices is far from uniform both
in the noncontrollable case and in the controllable case after
a short time (upper panel). Nonetheless, in spite of the finite
number of samples, after a long time (t ≈ 55) in the

FIG. 6. Uniformity check of generated random unitaries. We
consider the time evolution of a driven L ¼ 5 chain with random
fields [Eq. (2)], where K ¼ 100, gk is sampled uniformly in
½−0.5; 0.5, while ϕk and ωk are sampled in ½−L; L. The statistics
is done with 104 independent realizations. The discrete histrogram is computed according to the decomposition [69] as
described in the main text. (a) Noncontrollable case where noise
is applied on the central site for a time t ¼ 25. (b) Controllable
case where the noise is applied on the first site for a short time
t ¼ 5. (c) Controllable case where the noise is applied on the first
site for a long time t ¼ 55.
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controllable case the angles’ distribution is almost flat
(lower panel), thus showing that the resulting unitary
matrices are approximately distributed according to the
Haar measure.
V. OTHER APPLICATIONS

In all the above cases we can bound the convergence of
the random dynamics to the values expected from the Haar
distribution. Indeed, for any K,

 
Z
⊗q;q
⊗q;q
Tr EU U
− U
μHaar ðdUÞ K
< eðμU ; qÞkKk1 ;

A. Multipoint correlation functions
Here, we discuss some direct applications, beyond
q-design, of the main findings of our paper. In boson
sampling experiments the output probability is proportional
~ 2 , with perðUÞ
~ the matrix permanent of the q × q
to jperðUÞj
~
~
matrix U, where U is built from some columns and rows of
a L × L Haar-uniform matrix U [24–26]. Therefore,
~ 2¼
jperðUÞj

q
XY
σ;σ 0

~ i;σðiÞ U
~ j;σ 0 ðjÞ
U

ð56Þ

where we use Eq. (4). Thanks to the analysis of Sec. II D,
and since the gap Eq. (39) for the controllable quantum
walk is independent of q, one can then bound the expected
errors in all the above cases. For boson sampling experiments, this shows how the error depends on the number q
of bosons, while for XY spin chains it shows how the error
decays as a function of the distance q between spins.

ð51Þ

B. Estimation of the control time

i;j¼1

¼ Tr½U

⊗q;q

KBS ;

ð52Þ

where σ; σ 0 are permutations in the symmetric group Sq ,
KBS . is a suitable index contraction operator, and U ⊗q;q ¼
U⊗q ⊗ ðU⊗q Þ as in Eq. (4).
A similar expression arises in the evaluation of multipoint correlation functions in quasifree particle-preserving
bosonic and fermionic models. If U is the L × L oneparticle P
evolution matrix from time 0 to time t and
aj ðtÞ ¼ k Ujk ak ð0Þ, then because of the Wick’s theorem,
ha†i1 ðtÞaj1 ðtÞ…a†iq ðtÞajq ðtÞi ¼ Tr½U⊗q;q KMP ;

ð53Þ

where KMP depends on the initial two-point correlation
functions ha†i ð0Þaj ð0Þi. Expressions like Eq. (53) arise also
in XY spin chains, which can be mapped to a quasifree
fermionic model via the Jordan-Wigner transformation
[70]. For instance, the driven XY model,


1 X x x
HXY ðtÞ ¼
ðσ j σ jþ1 þ σ yj σ yjþ1 Þ þ gðtÞσ z1 ; ð54Þ
2 j
can be mapped, in the single-particle subspace, to the
driven quantum walk of Sec. IV. Calling U the resulting
single-particle evolution, then in any subspace long-range
spin operators Sαi Sβj , for α; β ∈ fx; yg can be written as a
combination of fermion strings as in Eq. (53), where q ¼
ji − jj for i ≠ j. Therefore, with a suitable KXY that
depends on the initial correlations, one can write the
dynamical long-range correlations between spin operators
in an XY chain as
hSαi ðtÞSβiþq ðtÞi

¼ Tr½U

⊗q;q

KXY ;

ð55Þ

for α; β ∈ fx; yg. Similarly, hSzi ðtÞSzj ðtÞi ¼ Tr½U ⊗2;2 Kzz
XY .

We show here that the mixing time, which is easy to
compute especially for q ¼ 1, can give an estimation of the
control time. Fixing H and V, for how long does one have
to drive the system in order to achieve a generic target gate?
If after the time T ex the random evolutions are Haarrandomly distributed, then the control time to obtain a
certain gate U satisfies T c ðUÞ < T ex . However, for
approximate q-design, T  provides only a rate of convergence, rather than a sharp bound. This results in an error,
which may also be due to the fact that the target gate U is
not achievable yet at time T  . However, after a time τT  this
error probability exponentially decreases as a function of τ.
We can thus regard T  as an estimation for T c. An
estimation of the mixing time T  can be easily obtained
for any choice of H and V via the inverse of the gap λ ,
which depends on σ (see, e.g., Fig. 3). Since T c does not
involve any specific properties (amplitudes, frequencies)
of the pulse, one has to compare it with T min ¼
minσ T  ðσÞ ≃ T  ðσ ≃ 2.5Þ ≈ 0.055L3 .
In order to estimate T c we perform a numerical experiment with the QuTip quantum control package [71]. We
consider the model Eq. (31) and, for each length
L ¼ 10; …; 20, we generate a Haar-random unitary U
and find the time T c as the minimal time for which the
program converges. We find that T c obtained in this way
scales as T c ≈ 0.069L3 . This shows two remarkable facts:
(i) the values of T c and T min are very close for
L ¼ 10; …; 20, and (ii) both T c and T min exhibit the same
scaling with the length L, so it is expected that this close
relationship is maintained also for larger L. In view of our
findings, one can find an empirical upper bound on T c
as 3T min =2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper we study the quantum dynamics resulting
from a stochastic driving of quantum many-body systems,
and we answer the following questions: when, and how
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rapidly, the dynamics of a driven quantum system is
equivalent to a fully uniform random evolution, namely
under unitaries sampled from the Haar measure. The first
major finding is that, when the system is fully controllable
and the stochastic signal has finite correlation time, then its
random dynamics converges to the Haar distribution in the
“long-time” limit. The second major result is about the
estimation of the driving time T  : this is done by studying
the deviations from the Haar distribution using the framework of approximate q-design, and using second quantization to map the problem into the estimation of the mixing
time in an open quantum many-body Liouvillian with 2q
virtual particles.
We perform a thorough analysis of the Markovian limit
(e.g., white noise) using tools from the theory of dynamical
semigroups, and we find upper bounds on T  in terms of the
gap of the Liouvillian operator. We study the mean-field
solution of the resulting many-body model, which predicts
a constant Liouvillian gap as a function of q, and we
show its limitations via symmetry-breaking arguments.
Nonetheless, we find that the mean-field predictions are
correct in a wide variety of different numerical studies,
obtained with random choices of H and V, and match with
the analytic solution of a particular model, namely, a onedimensional system with strong control on one of its
boundaries. The latter analytic solution is obtained by
mapping the effective Liovillian to an exactly solvable
model, and then using Bethe-ansatz techniques to explicitly
show that the excited states with the smallest gap are built
from unpaired quasiparticles, as in the mean-field treatment. We then corroborate our predictions with numerical
simulations, giving strong evidence that the considered
one-dimensional model provides a quantum expander with
a constant mixing time as a function of q. Therefore, our
results show that certain driven physical systems can
provide a significant advantages over random quantum
circuits where the mixing time increases polynomially as a
function of q [35].
The results we present in this paper have many applications. The first one, already discussed, is a physically
motivated approach to generate pseudouniform random
unitary operations, which have many applications in
quantum information processing protocols. The onedimensional system that is extensively analyzed in this
paper is motivated by the recent experiments with integrated photonic circuits [21,22], where random unitary
operations have been used in the first small-scale experimental observations of boson sampling [24–26]. The
results we present in this paper enable the implementation
of random operations in integrated photonic chips that,
being based on noisy quantum walks rather than carefully
designed multimode beam splitters and phase shifters, are
much simpler to fabricate for a larger number of modes.
Therefore, our results provide a new avenue to prove
quantum supremacy in boson sampling experiments.

Moreover, we consider other applications, such as the
dynamics of correlation functions in an XY spin chain, and
the estimation of the control time T c , one of the major open
problems for quantum control. Given a target unitary U and
the physical interactions described by H0 and V, how can
we choose T c such that U is achievable by driving the
system for a time T c ? With numerical experiments,
performed on L-site chains, we find that both T c and T 
are very close for L ¼ 10; …; 20, and both scale as L3 .
Hence, the mixing time T  under random signals provides
an easily computable estimation of T c , for any H 0 and V.
Finally, there are several applications in quantum manybody physics, where the interplay between quantum manybody effects and noise is currently a subject of intensive
study in many areas, such as spin glass [42], the fast
scrambling of quantum information [28,29], and manybody localization [72,73]. The explicit one-dimensional
model discussed in Sec. IV is a single-particle model,
where many-body physics arises due to unitary q-design,
which introduces 2q virtual particles. An interesting future
perspective is the study of random driving in physical
interacting many-body systems (e.g., interacting spin systems and/or cold atom optical lattices). In fact, the competition between physical many-body effects and those
arising from the unitary design, may give rise to novel
states of matters and phase transitions [68,74–77], produce
a large amount of entanglement [78], and give new insights
into the process of thermalization and equilibration [79].
Haar-random quantum states are known to have, typically,
an extensive amount of entanglement [80]. Since we show
that any controllable quantum system converges to a
maximally mixing dynamics, the real-time dynamics will
be very hard to simulate numerically in the many-body
settings, because of the large amount of entanglement
involved. Nonetheless, the controllability requirement provides a sufficient algebraic method to infer a priori whether
a randomly driven condensed-matter system is expected to
produce a lot of entanglement in the long-time limit.
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APPENDIX A: GAUSSIAN HARMONIC PULSES
To simplify the theoretical description, in this section we
consider only q ¼ 1 and call E t the quantum channel
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resulting from the average evolution of the quantum
system:
Rt
Rt
ðA1Þ
E t ½ρ ¼ E½T e−i 0 HðsÞds ρT ei 0 HðsÞds :

for more details on the representation of channels). Trace
norm convergence and “spectral convergence” are related,
by noting that

Extension to higher values of q is straightforward. As
described in Sec. II, we now make two assumptions,
namely that gðtÞ is Gaussian and harmonic, where E½gðt þ
sÞgðtÞ ¼ cðsÞ is independent of t and E½gðtÞ ¼ 0. In view
of these assumptions, we can simplify Eq. (A1) by
expanding the exponentials into the Dyson series, then
using the Wick’s theorem to decompose the expectation
values, and finally resumming the series. The result in the
interaction picture is then [38,39]
Rt
ðIÞ ðIÞ
−
E t ½ρ  ¼ T e 0 dsW s ρðIÞ ;
Z s
W sρ ¼
cðs − s0 Þ½V ðIÞ ðsÞ; ½V ðIÞ ðs0 Þ; ρds0 ;
ðA2Þ

ðB3Þ

0

where (I) refers to the interaction picture with respect to H.
If the correlation time is finite, then there exists a suitably
large T such that TcðTsÞ ≃ ðσ=2ÞδðsÞ, where δ is the Dirac
delta function and σ is a constant. In the long-time limit one
finds that
 Z

t
ðIÞ ðIÞ
ðIÞ
ðIÞ
E t ½ρ  ≃ T exp −c ½V ðsÞ; ½V ðsÞ; ·ds ρðIÞ ;
0

when t > T, namely in the Schrödinger picture:
E t ½ρ ≃ e−tL ρ;

σ
Lρ ¼ −i½H; ρ − ½V; ½V; ρ:
2

ðA3Þ

APPENDIX B: SEMIGROUP
CONVERGENCE TIMES

ketL − T ∞ k2→2 ≤ ketL − T ∞ k1→1 ≤ d2 ketL − T ∞ k2→2 ;

where d is the dimension of the Hilbert space, and recalling
that ketL − T ∞ k1→1 ¼ supρ ketL ðρÞ − T ∞ ðρÞk1 .
In order to estimate the above norms it is important to
recall the spectral properties of quantum dynamical semigroups. The spectrum of a Liouvillian L has a nonpositive
real part, and there always exists at least one eigenvalue of
magnitude zero, corresponding to a stationary state of the
semigroup: LðρÞ ¼ 0. The rest of the spectrum comes in
complex conjugate pairs. The Liouvillian is called unital if
it annihilates the identity Lð1Þ ¼ 0. The Liouvillian in
Eq. (7) has this property. A unital Liouvillian is called
reversible if L̂ ¼ L̂† , in which case its spectrum is real.
Unfortunately, Eq. (7) is not reversible. Convergence of a
nonreversible semigroup is governed by the singular values
of etL rather than its eigenvalues.p
The
singular
spectrum of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
†

etL is equal to the spectrum of etL̂ etL̂ .
It is not difficult to see that the 2 → 2 norm is related to
the singular spectrum. Let sj ðtÞ be the singular values
of etL , ordered from largest to smallest. The largest
has magnitude one. We know that asymptotically

s ðtÞ¼etRe½λ  , where now λj are the eigenvalues of L
written in decreasing (real part) order, and λ is the gap of
L, i.e., the smallest (in magnitude) nonzero real part of any
eigenvalue of L. To see this, note that, assuming it has no
Jordan blocks, the Liouvillian can be written in its spectral
decomposition as
X †
LðρÞ ¼
λj Lj tr½Rj ρ;
ðB4Þ
j

There exist several measures to estimate convergence of
a semigroup of completely positive trace-preserving maps.
The one with the most natural operational interpretation is
trace norm convergence, as it reflects the likelihood that the
time-evolved state can be distinguished from the stationary
state at a given time t.
supρ ketL ðρÞ − T ∞ ðρÞk1 ≤ ϵðtÞ;

ðB1Þ

where T ∞ ¼ limt→∞ etL , and ϵðtÞ is the distinguishability
error. A less stringent convergence requirement is to ask
q
whether etL is an expander for a given value of t. Then, we
want to estimate
ketL − T ∞ k2→2 ¼ ketL̂ − T̂ ∞ k∞ ;
q

ðB2Þ

where a hat indicates that the completely positive tracepreserving maps are represented as channels (see Ref. [81]

where Rj , Lj are a biorthonormal basis of operators: i.e.,
tr½L†j Rk  ¼ δjk . Importantly, the norm of any given Lj , Rj
can be large, which prevents us from getting any rigorous
(universal) bounds between the singular values and the
eigenvalues. Then,
etL − T ∞
2→2
X
1=2
2tRe½λj 
¼ sup
e
jhRj jRj ijjhψjLj ihLj jψij
j∶λ ≠0
ψ

j



≈t→∞ etλ ðjhRj jRj i hψjLj ihLj jψijÞ1=2 :

ðB5Þ

Hence, for very large t, the convergence is governed by the

gap, and s ðtÞ → etλ . In principle we do not know at what

scale e−tλ ≫ jhRj jRj ijjhψjLj ihLj jψij.
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We argue in the main text that for the specific model of a
controllable quantum walk, the prefactors do not contribute
to the asymptotics in the weak- or strong-coupling limits.

ð1Þ

X

ð0Þ

jΦij i ¼ jΦij i − i

kl
ωkl ≠ωij

≃ eS

RWA

ð0Þ

ð0Þ

jΦkl i

ð0Þ

hΦkl jDjΦij i
ωkl − ωij

ð0Þ

jΦij i;

ðC5Þ

APPENDIX C: WEAK-DRIVING LIMIT
A convenient approximation for the long-time dynamics
in the weak-coupling limit σ ≪ 1 is the rotating wave
approximation (RWA) [82]. We consider the case q ¼ 1
and assume that V is a matrix of real numbers and call
D ¼ −σ V̊ 2 =2 the dissipative part in Eq. (8). Going to the
interaction picture with respect to the Hamiltonian part, one
finds P
that ρ_ I ðtÞ ¼ DI ðtÞρI ðtÞ, where in the eigenbasis of
H ¼ j ωj jωj ihωj j it is
σ
hωi ωj jDI ðtÞjωk ωl i ¼ − e−itðωij −ωkl Þ Rijkl ;
2

ðC1Þ

Rijkl ¼ hωi jV 2 jωk iδjl þ hωj jV 2 jωl iδik
− 2hωi jVjωk ihωj jVjωl i;

ðC2Þ

where ωij ¼ ωi − ωj . The rotating wave approximation
consists in neglecting all the terms where ωij ≠ ωkl ,
because for large t they are highly oscillating and average
out:
hωi ωj jDRWA jωk ωl i ¼ Rijkl δωij ;ωkl :

ωij ≠ωkl

S RWA ¼ −i

ðC4Þ

RWA is related to degenerate perturbation theory. Indeed,
the unperturbed (σ ¼ 0) eigenvalues of Eq. (8) are given by
P
ð0Þ
jΦij i ¼ kl δωij ;ωkl αij
kl jωk ωl i with eigenvalue −iωij . From
degenerate first-order perturbation theory, we know that,
for small σ, the eigenvalues of Eq. (8) are obtained by
diagonalizing DRWA , which is block diagonal where each
block acts on different degenerate subspaces. The eigenvectors of DRWA provide the matrices αij
kl . Note that since
ð0Þ
RWA
D
is Hermitian, the states jΦij i form an orthonormal
basis that depends on both H (from the basis jωk i) and V
(via the diagonalization of DRWA ). Moreover, the real
eigenvalues Δij of Eq. (C3) provide the first-order correction to the eigevectors of Eq. (8) that, to the first order in
σ −1 , are −iωij þ Δij . The Liouvillian gap is given by the
minimum nonzero value of −Δij . Similarly, one finds the
correction to the (right) eigenvector:

X
klmn
ωkl ≠ωij

ð0Þ

jΦkl i

ð0Þ

ð0Þ

hΦkl jDjΦmn i ð0Þ
hΦmn j:
ωkl − ωmn

ðC6Þ

Since S RWA is a Hermitian operator, the new vectors in
Eq. (C5) do not form an orthonormal basis.
We now focus on the chain discussed in Sec. IV, where
ωkj ¼ 2 cos kj , kj ¼ πj=ðL þ 1Þ, V 2 ¼ V, and we call
W ij ¼ hωi jVjωj i ¼ ð2=L þ 1Þ sin ki sin kj . To simplify
the equations we use the compact notation jii ≡ jωi i
and we use c ¼ 1, namely, we assume that the controlled
site is the first one. We note that the resonance condition
ωi − ωj ¼ ωk − ωl is achieved in three different cases:
Case 1: i ¼ k and j ¼ l:
σ
hijjDRWA jiji ¼ ðV ii þ V jj − 2V ii V jj Þ:
2

ðC7Þ

Case 2: i ¼ j ≠ k ¼ l:
σ
hiijDRWA jkki ¼ ð−2V 2ik Þ:
2

ðC3Þ

This approximation is expected to hold when
t ≫ max ðωij − ωkl Þ−1 :

where

ðC8Þ

Case 3: We note that ωi þ ωī ¼ 0, where ī ¼ L − i þ 1.
Therefore, if l ¼ ī and k ¼ j̄, the resonance condition is
achieved. To avoid double counting with case 1, we write
l ¼ ī, k ¼ j̄, i ≠ j, i ≠ j̄, so
σ
σ
hijjDRWA jj̄ īi ¼ ð−2V ij̄ V jī Þ ¼ ð−2V 2ij Þ;
2
2

ðC9Þ

where we use the fact that V ij ¼ V ji ¼ V īj ¼ V jī . All the
other elements are zero.
All the nonzero elements of DRWA are discussed in cases
1–3. Since most of the terms are zero, it is quite easy to find
the eigenvalues
of DRWA . We call those eigenvalues
P
jSi ¼ ij Sij jiji. From cases 1 and 3, one can see that
the off-diagonal states where Sii ¼ 0 are decoupled from
the diagonal ones. Therefore,
we consider these two cases
P
separately. Let jSo i ¼ i≠j Sij jiji be an off-diagonal state,
then the eigenvalue equation DRWA jSo i ¼ λjSo i written as
hkljDRWA jSo i ¼ λSkl for k ≠ l is
2
ðV kk þ V ll − 2V kk V ll ÞSkl − 2V 2kl Sl̄ k̄ ¼ − λkl Skl ;
σ
when l ≠ k̄ and
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0¼λ

l

Therefore, for each pair k, l, Eq. (C10) is a 2 × 2 matrix
eigenvalue problem whose minimum (in absolute value)
eigenvalue is
σ
λmin
kl ¼ − ðV kk þ V ll − 4V kk V kl Þ
2


σ
8
¼−
sin2 kk þ sin2 kl −
sin2 kk sin2 kl :
Lþ1
Lþ1

When L ≫ 1 we can neglect the OðL−2 Þ correction, and
since V ll is minimized for l ¼ 1, we find that the gap is
gap ¼ −λ11̄ ≈

2σπ
:
L3

ðC12Þ

We now
P show that the other “diagonal” eigenvalues
jSd i ¼ i Sii jiii have a larger gap. Writing the eigenvalue
equation, we find −ðσ=2Þð2V ki δki Skk − 2V 2ki Sii Þ ¼ λSkk ;
namely, we have to find the eigenvalues of the matrix
Rik ¼ σðV ik δik − V 2ik Þ. Calling V d ¼ σdiagV and ai ¼
pﬃﬃﬃ
ð2 σ =L þ 1Þsin2 ki , then R ¼ −V d þ aT a. Using the
matrix determinant lemma in the eigenvalue equation,
we find
0 ¼ detðλ1 þ V d − aT aÞ

d
¼ detðλ1 þ V Þ 1 − aT


1
a :
λ1 þ V d

ðC13Þ

The first term in the above equation gives the solutions
λ ¼ −V ll ¼ −ð2σ=L þ 1Þsin2 kl , which have a higher gap.
On the other hand, the second term in Eq. (C13) provides
the equation
X
l

4

sin kl
2σ
λ þ Lþ1
sin2 kl

X

sin4 kl
Lþ1
2
2σ λ þ sin kl
l


2 X
Lþ1
sin2 kl
2
λ
sin kl þ
;
¼1−
2
ðL þ 1Þ l
2σ Lþ1
2σ λ þ sin kl
¼1−

2
ðL þ 1Þ

ðC14Þ

APPENDIX D: STRONG-DRIVING LIMIT

σ
λll̄ ¼ − ð2V ll − 2V 2ll Þ
2


2σ
2
sin2 kl −
sin4 kl :
¼−
Lþ1
Lþ1

4σ
ðL þ 1Þ2

sin2 kl
:
Lþ1
2
2σ λ þ sin kl

A solution to that equation is clearly λ ¼ 0, namely, the
steady state. On the other hand, all the other solutions must
satisfy λ < −ð2σ=L þ 1Þsin2 kl for some l, because otherwise all the elements in the sum are positive and there is
clearly no solution. Therefore, all the solutions must satisfy
jλj > ð2σ=L þ 1Þsin2 k1 > gap. This concludes the proof
that the gap is given by Eq. (C12).

On the other hand,

0¼1−

X

where in the last equation we use the
P identity
2
ð1=a þ bÞ ¼ ð1=aÞ − ½b=aða þ bÞ. Since
l sin kl ¼
ðL þ 1Þ=2, we are left with the equation

We focus here on the derivation of the effective
Liouvillian Eq. (33). Let us then define P as the projector
onto the low-energy (eigenvalue zero) subspace of
D ¼ 12 ðn↑1 − n↓1 Þðn↑1 − n↓1 Þ. This space is generated by all
the states such that n↑1 ¼ n↓1 . We also set Q ¼ 1 − P and
call H the Hamiltonian part such that Lq ¼ −iH − σD. We
then also call XPP ¼ PXP, with similar definitions for
XPQ , XQP , XQQ . We can therefore write Lq in the block
form:

Lq ¼

−iHPP

−iHPQ

−iHQP

−iHQQ − σDQQ


;

ðD1Þ

where σ ≫ kHk; kDk, and where we use the fact that
PD ¼ DP ¼ 0. The low-energy eigenvalues can then be
obtained using the determinant identity

det

A

B

C

D


¼ detðDÞ detðA − BD−1 CÞ;

see also Refs. [46,83] for a related approach. Indeed, using
a first-order expansion for σ → ∞, it is simple to see that
the small eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the effective
operator:
1
−1
Leff
q ¼ −iHPP − HPQ DQQ HQP :
σ

ðD2Þ

The above effective operator can also be obtained with a
(possibly nonunitary) similarity transformation eSD to
decouple the “low-energy” and “high-energy” subspaces.
Namely, one can find S D such that


Leff
q

0

0

OðσÞ


¼ eS D Lq e−S D
¼ Lq þ ½S D ; Lq  þ
þ OðkS D k3 Þ:

½S D ; ½S D ; Lq 
2
ðD3Þ

One finds that Eq. (D3) is valid up to the first order in σ −1 ,
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HPQ HQP ¼ −2ða†1↑ a†1↓ a2↑ a2↓ þ H:c:Þ þ n1↑ ðn2↓ þ 1Þ

with Leff
q given by Eq. (D2), by choosing
SD ¼

S1 S2
þ 2 þ Oðσ −3 Þ;
σ
σ
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þ n1↓ ðn2↑ þ 1Þ þ n2↓ ðn1↑ þ 1Þ þ n2↑ ðn1↓ þ 1Þ

ðD4Þ

ðD11Þ
¼ −2ða†1↑ a†1↓ a2↑ a2↓ þ H:c:Þ − 1

such that

S1 ¼

S2 ¼

iHPQ D−1
QQ

0
−iD−1
QQ HQP


S 2;
;
0

0
−S †2;

0


;

þ ðn1↑ þ n1↓ þ 1Þðn2↑ þ n2↓ þ 1Þ:

−1
−1
where S 2; ¼ HPP HPQ D−2
QQ − HPQ DQQ HQQ DQQ . Note
that iS 1 is a Hermitian operator, unlike iS 2 .
We now obtain the effective operator explicitly. Since P
commutes with all the operators acting on all but the first
sites, one realizes that HPQ and HPQ are composed only by
the projections of a†1↕ a2↕ and their complex conjugate.
Moreover,
X X
jn1↑ n1↑ ihn1↑ n1↑ ja†1↑ jm1↑ m1↓ i
Pa†1↑ Q ¼

In order to make further analytical progress we also use
the rotating wave approximation, which is consistent with
the perturbative treatment (see Appendix C) since Leff
q ¼
−iHPP − ð2=σÞHPQ HQP and 2=σ is small. We note that
P
HPP ¼ Lα¼2 ða†α↑ aαþ1;↑ − a†α↓ aαþ1;↓ þ H:c:Þ. The above
operator can be diagonalized with a Bogoliubov
transformation:
defining
the
operators
a~ k↕ ¼
PL−1
2
ð2=LÞsin
ðπkα=LÞa
,
we
find
that
H
αþ1;↕
PP ¼
Pα¼1
L
~
~
2
cosðkπ=LÞð
n
−
n
Þ.
Because
of
this
particular
k↑
k↓
k¼1
form, the rotating wave approximation in Eq. (D12)
corresponds to expanding the operators a2↕ into the
diagonal basis a~ k↕ , neglecting the “oscillating” off-diagonal terms. In other terms, we can write

n1↑ m1↑ ≠m1↓

osc
Leff
q ¼ L̂q þ Lq ;

× hm1↑ m1↓ j
X pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1 jn1 ; n1 ihn1 − 1; n1 j;
¼
n1

where jmni is a shorthand notation for ½ða†1↑ Þm ða†1↓ Þn =
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ m!n!j0i. Similarly, we find
X pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1 jn1 ; n1 ihn1 ; n1 − 1j;
ðD5Þ
Pa†1↓ Q ¼
n1

Pa1↑ Q ¼

X pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1 jn1 ; n1 ihn1 þ 1; n1 j;

ðD6Þ

n1

Pa1↓ Q ¼

X pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n1 þ 1 jn1 ; n1 ihn1 ; n1 þ 1j:

ðD7Þ

n1

Since in HQP the up and down states on the first site differ
for only one paritcle, it is D−1
QQ HQP ¼ 2HQP . Hence, the
effective operator is given by −iHPP − ð2=σÞHPQ HQP.
This can be computed from

ðD12Þ

ðD13Þ

where L̂q is the Hermitian Liouvillian in the rotating wave
approximation shown in Eq. (33), where OðL̂q Þ ¼ Oðσ −1 Þ,
0
while Losc
q , of order Oðσ Þ, is composed by the oscillating
terms that are neglected in the long-time limit. In particular,
from Eq. (C4) one finds that the RWA holds for t ≫ OðL2 Þ.
This approximation is therefore consistent with the results
of Sec. IV, where one finds a Liouvillian gap OðL−3 Þ that
provides a lower bound to the convergence time t > OðL3 Þ.
However, while the eigenvalues depend only on the
Hermitian operator L̂q, the eigenvectors depend on the
oscillating terms via Eq. (C6). By mixing Eq. (C5) with
Eq. (D3), we find then that the eigenvalues with small
Oðσ −1 Þ real part have right eigenvectors given by
eS jΦi i;

ðD14Þ

where jΦi i form an orthonormal basis (dependent on both
H and V), S ≈ S RWA þ S D þ ½S RWA ; S D =2 ¼ Oðσ −1 Þ,
but eS † ≠ e−S . The corresponding left eigenvectors are
then hΦi je−S .

Pa†1↕ Qa1↕ P ¼ n1↕ P;

ðD8Þ

Pa1↕ Qa†1↕ P ¼ ðn1↕ þ 1ÞP;

ðD9Þ

APPENDIX E: DIAGONALIZATION OF THE
RICHARDSON-GAUDIN MODEL

Pa†1↑ Qa†1↓ P ¼ a†1↑ a†1↓ P;

ðD10Þ

We perform explicitly the diagonalization of the
Richardson-Gaudin model Eq. (36) in the bosonic representation discussed in Sec. IVA, where K −i ¼ a~ i↑ a~ i↓ ,
z
− †
~ i↑ þ n~ i↓ þ 1Þ=2. We start by
Kþ
i ¼ ðK i Þ , and K i ¼ ðn

and their Hermitian conjugate (all the other terms are zero).
Moreover, n1↑ P ¼ n1↓ P. We find then
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defining a trial eigenstate jΩν i with no pairing, namely such
that
K −i jΩν i ¼ 0;

K zi jΩν i ¼ νi jΩν i:

λ ¼ E0 − ð8=σÞ
then

k

ni↑ ni↓ ¼ 0;

ðE2Þ

namely, there cannot be in the same site both up particles
and down particles. Moreover, ν0 ≡ 1=2, because the
model has been obtained by projecting the Liouvillian into
the states where n0↑ ¼ n0↓ . The eigenvalue of state jΩν i is
thus
Lˆq jΩν i ¼ E0 jΩν i;
E0 ¼

2 8X
2 4X
−
gk ν0 νk ¼ −
gν:
σ σ k
σ σ k k k

k

From that equation we get the relationship
−ν0 gk ðu0α − ukα Þ ¼ ukα Eα ;

α¼1

ukα ¼

ðE4Þ

u0α − ukα ¼ −

Eα u0α
E
¼ − α ukα :
ν0 gk − E α
ν0 gk

ðE10Þ
ðE11Þ

By using the last equation, we find
X
Eβ u0β
Eα u0α
þ
gk
Kþ
0 Kk
ν
g
−
E
ν
g
−
E
0
k
α
0
k
β
k
8 Eα Eβ X
þ
¼
ðu u − ukβ u0α ÞK þ
0 Kk
σν0 Eα − Eβ k 0β kα

8
þ
½½Lˆq ; Cþ
α ; Cβ  ¼
σ

8 Eα Eβ
þ
ðu Cþ − Cþ
β u0α ÞK 0
σν0 Eα − Eβ 0β α
8
þ þ
þ
¼ ðM αβ K þ
0 Cα þ M βα K 0 Cβ Þ;
σ

Cþ
α ¼

L
X

ujα K þ
j ;

ðE6Þ

j¼0

where Mαβ ¼ ðEα Eβ =Eα − Eβ Þðu0β =ν0 Þ. Using all the
above results, the eigenvalue equation becomes

one sees that
Y
Cþ
α jΩν i

γ≠α



1X Y þ
þ
Cγ ½½Lˆq ; Cþ
þ
α ; Cβ jΩν i:
2 α≠β γ≠α;β

XY 
Cþ
γ Z α jΩν i;

ðE12Þ

X gk Eα u0α
ðν K þ − K þ
0 νk Þ
ν0 gk − Eα 0 k
k


X
X
þ
þ
þ
M βα K 0 − Eα u0α K 0 þ
ukα K k :
−

ðE13Þ

8
ðLˆq − λÞjψi ¼ −
σ

α

XY 
þ
ˆ
Cþ
¼ E0 jψi þ
γ ½Lq ; Cα jΩν i
α

ν0 gk u0α
;
ν0 gk − Eα

¼

Cþ
α jΩν i;

Lˆq jψi ¼ E0 jψi þ ½Lˆq ;

ðE9Þ

namely,

By defining the ansatz,
N
Y

The eigenvalue equation becomes



X
þ
þ
ukα K k :
¼ Eα u0α K 0 þ

ðE3Þ

P
Since there are extra constraints, q ¼ L−1
i¼0 ni↑ ¼
PL−1
n
,
for
a
given
set
of
allowed
“quantum
numbers”
i¼0 i↓
v
,
k
P the number N of paired particles satisfies
i ð2vi − 1Þ þ 2N ¼ 2q; namely,

X
1
N ¼q−
vi − :
ðE5Þ
2
i

jψi ¼

α Eα .

X
þ
gk ðu0α − ukα ÞðK þ
0 νk − ν0 K k Þ

ðE1Þ

These equations force the constraints
νi ¼ ðni↑ þ ni↓ þ 1Þ=2;

P

ðE7Þ

Zα ¼

Moreover,
8X
z
z þ
½Lˆq ; Cþ
g ðu − ukα ÞðK þ
α ¼ −
0 K k − K 0 K k Þ;
σ k k 0α
8X
þ
þ
g ðu − ukα Þðu0β − ukβ ÞK þ
½½Lˆq ; Cþ
α ; Cβ  ¼
0 Kk :
σ k k 0α
ðE8Þ
We now first consider the N ¼ 1 case and impose the
eigenvalue equation Lˆq jψi ¼ λjψi, where we define

β≠α

α

γ≠α

k

By evaluating Zα ¼ 0, one gets the equations
X gk νk Eα
1 X Eα Eβ
þ
¼ Eα ;
Eα − ν0 gk ν0 β≠α Eα − Eβ
k

ðE14Þ

for α ¼ 1; …; N, where N is given by Eq. (E5). Clearly,
Eα ¼ 0 is a solution, while the solutions different from zero
are found by solving the equation
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þ2
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2Eα − gk
E − Eβ
k
β≠α α
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ðE15Þ

λfμg

where we use the fact that ν0 ¼ 1=2. In conclusion, the
eigenvalues of the Liouvillian Lˆq are
0
8X
2 BX
Eα ¼ − B
g n þ4
λ ¼ E0 −
σ α
σ@ k k k

q−

P

nk =2

k
X

α¼1

1
C
Eα C
A;

where nk ¼ 2νk − 1 and the Eα are either zero or the
solution of Eq. (E15). From that expression it is clear that
the steady state corresponds to Eα ¼ 0 and nk ¼ 0. The
eigenvalues for larger values of q are given by all the
previous solutions with smaller q (this can be seen by
adding some Eβ ¼ 0 for larger values of N) together with
new solutions due to the larger values of N and the larger
set of allowed configurations for nk.
APPENDIX F: SOLUTION OF THE
SUð2qÞ-INVARIANT GAUDIN MODEL
We describe here the algebraic approach to general
Gaudin models and then apply it to our general fermionic
ðjÞ
representation introduced in Sec. IV C. We fix a basis hα
of the Cartan subalgebra acting on the jth copy formed by
ðjÞ
the diagonal operators Xαα . A state jΩν i which is a
ðjÞ
simultaneous eigenvector of all the operators hα is called
ðjÞ
a weight vector. We write hα jΩν i ¼ νjα jΩν i, where νjα is
called weight. On the other hand, in the Cartan-Weyl basis
the eigenvalue χ of the adjoint transformation, namely,
ðjÞ
½hα ; eχ  ¼ χ jα eχ , for a given eχ in the representation, is
called a root. Because of Eq. (44) a root can only have
eigenvalue −1, 0, 1. If one fixes an ordering cα > cαþ1 and
P
ðjÞ
writes hðjÞ ¼ α cα hα , then the eigenoperators of hðjÞ with
positive eigenvalue are called the “raising operators.” They
ðjÞ
correspond to Xαβ for any α < β. A highest weight vector is
a weight vector jΩν i such that all the other vectors in an
irreducible representation can be obtained from jΩν i via
some lowering operators. As such, a highest weight vector
is annihilated by all the raising operators. We call χ j
the simple roots of the algebra, and we fix an inner
P
product between roots ðχ j ; χ k Þ ¼ α χ jα χ kα , and write
jχ j j2 ¼ ðχ j ; χ j Þ. The matrix Cjk ¼ ½2ðχ j ; χ k Þ=jχ j j2  is called
the Cartan matrix. We also call Fjk ¼ ðC−1 Þjk ð2=jχ k j2 Þ.
Moreover, we call z0 ¼ 0 and zk ¼ 2g−1
k for k > 0.
Thanks to the above definitions, and owing to the results
of Refs. [63,64], we can write the eigenvalues of the Gaudin
model Eq. (43) as

 L−1 P 0
k
2q 8 X
ij μi Fij μj
¼− þ
þ
σ
σ k¼1 zk − z0
2q−1
X X jχ j j2 μ0j 
þ
;
2 z0 − ωjα
j¼1 α

ðF1Þ

where μjk are the eigenvalues of the Chevalley operators
P
ðjÞ
ðjÞ
ðjÞ
Hk ¼ ð2=jχ k j2 Þ α χ kα hα , namely, Hk jΩν i ¼ μjk jΩν i and
P
j
j
so μk ¼ ð2=jχ k j2 Þ α χ kα νk , and where the Bethe roots
satisfy the equations
X
iβ

L−1
X
μkj
Cij
¼
:
ωiβ − ωjα k¼0 zk − ωjα

ðF2Þ

The above expressions for the eigenvalues hold whenðjÞ
ever the operators Xαβ define any semisimple Lie algebra.
In the particular case discussed in Sec. IV C, those
operators define a SUð2qÞ-invariant Gaudin model, in a
specific multifermion representation. For SUð2qÞ, the
simple roots are χ jα ¼ δαj − δαþ1;j , so jχ j j2 ¼ 2, and
Cij ¼ 2δij − ðδi;j−1 þ
Pδi;jþ1 Þ, where i; j ¼ 1; …; 2q − 1.
Therefore, Fij ¼ l ð2=2qÞ½sinðπil=2qÞ sinðπjl=2qÞ=
½2 − 2 cosðlπ=2qÞ, and the Chevalley operators are given
ðjÞ
ðjÞ
ðjÞ
by Hα ¼ Xα;α − Xαþ1;αþ1. We fix the ordering fð↓; 1Þ;
ð↓; 2Þ; …; ð↑; 1Þ; ð↑; 2Þ; …g so that
8
>
−a~ † a~ j;α;↓ þ a~ †j;αþ1;↓ a~ j;αþ1;↓ for 1 ≤ α ≤ q − 1
>
>
< j;α;↓
Hjα ¼ a~ †j;α;↑ a~ j;α;↑ − a~ †j;αþ1;↑ a~ j;αþ1;↑ for 1 ≤ α − q ≤ q − 1
>
>
>
: 1 − a~ † a~
~ †j;1;↑ a~ j;1;↑
for α ¼ q:
j;q;↓ j;q;↓ − a
Because of the above equations, the raising operators are
given by a†j;i;↑ aj;k;↑, with i > k, by a†j;i;↓ aj;k;↓ with i < k,
and by aj;i;σ aj;k;σ. Therefore, the highest weight vectors
may contain in the same mode j either spin-↑ particles
or spin-↓ particles, but not both. The only possible
Qnj↑ †
highest weight states are then either
i aj;i;↑ j0i or
Qnj↓ †
i aj;q−iþ1;↓ j0i. These states are parametrized by the
numbers nj↑ and nj↓ that satisfy nj↑ nj↓ ¼ 0. Therefore,
μkj ¼ δj;q ð1 − δn↓k >0 − δn↑k >0 Þ þ δj;qþn↑k þ δj;q−n↓k :

ðF3Þ

Moreover, n0↑ ¼ n0↓ , so μ0j ¼ δj;q . By explicit calculation
for j ≤ q, one finds Fqj ¼ Fq;2q−j ¼ j=2. Therefore,
Eq. (F1) becomes
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 L−1 
2q 8 X
gk q
ð1 − δn↓k >0 − δn↑k >0 Þ
¼− þ
σ
σ k¼1 2 2

ðq − n↓k Þδn↓k >0 þ ðq − n↑k Þδn↑k >0
þ
2
X 1 
−
ωq;α
α
¼−

e.g., Ref. [50]). However, because V~ i0 ¼ V~ 0i ¼ 0 for all i,
one can restrict the sum in the above equation to the values
i; j; k; l > 0, but because there is only one particle in jψi in
the states i > 0, one finds that
ðF4Þ

 L−1
X 1 
2 X
;
gk ðn↓k þ n↑k Þ þ 4
σ k¼1
ωq;α
α

ðF5Þ

where ωj;α are the solutions of Eq. (F2), namely,
of Eq. (47).
APPENDIX G: EXPLICIT
MEAN-FIELD ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform explicitly the mean-field
calculations discussed in Sec. III B, and we closely follow
the notation of that section. We remind the reader that
Eq. (28) can be written as
Lq ¼

X
σX~ ~ 0 0
λi a~ 0i a~ i −
V V a~ a~ a~ a~ ;
2 i;j;k;l ij kl i k j l
i

LV ¼

ðG1Þ

where the λ’s are ordered with decreasing (negative) real
~ −1 , and we remind the reader that the
part, λ0 ¼ 0, V̊ ¼ ZVZ
new bosonic creation operators are obtained via the
P
†
0
nonunitary
P −1Bogoliubov transformation a~ i ¼ α Zαi aα ,
a~ i ¼ α ðZ Þiα aα . The steady state is therefore the boson
pﬃﬃﬃ
condensate jΩi ¼ ½ða~ 00 Þq = q!j0i, where j0i is the bosonic
vacuum. Indeed, clearly this state is annihilated by the
quadratic term. To see that even the second one annihilates,
it is important to remember that S−1
0α is the right eigenvector
of the steady state (corresponding to the steady state) and
the corresponding left eigenvalue Sα0 is the identity
P
operator. Therefore, V~ i0 ¼ αβ S−1
jα V̊ αβ Sβ0 ¼ 0, since
P
β V̊ αβ Sβ0 is a vectorization of the expression ½V; 1.
Similarly, V~ 0i ¼ 0. To study the elementary excitations
with respect to this state, one can use the Bogoliubov
(mean-field) approachpstarting
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃfrom the variational states
P
jψi ¼ j ψ j ½ða~ 00 Þq−1 = ðq − 1Þ!a0j j0i, for j ≠ 0, and the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
corresponding
hψ 0 j ¼ j ψ 0j h0j½ða~ 0 Þq−1 = ðq − 1Þ!aj ,
P 0
where
j ψ j ψ j ¼ 1. The variational Liouvillian then
becomes
LV ¼ hψ 0 jLq jψi
X
σX~ ~
¼
λj ψ 0j ψ j −
V ij V kl hψ 0 ja~ 0i a~ 0k a~ j a~ l jψi;
2
j
i;j;k;l
which, similarly to the Rayleigh-Ritz method,
P 0has to satisfy
V
V
0
∂ ψ L ¼ ∂ ψ L ¼ 0 with the constraint j ψ j ψ j ¼ 1 (see,

X
λj ψ 0j ψ j ;
j

namely, that in the single-excitation subspace the variational Liouvillian is already diagonal. This shows that the
eigenvalues, at least in the low-energy subspace, are not
“renormalized” for larger values of q.
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